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Abstract 

The aim of this thesis was to determine the execution times of different cryptographic 

algorithms in one of the hardware used in Asha families and compare the execution 

times between HW accelerated, OpenSSL and a company proprietary cryptographic 

library.  Moreover, the motivation was to find out if the HW accelerated cryptographic 

function should be used when available due to execution time. Furthermore the aim was 

to find out if the transition to use OpenSSL is to be preferred in terms of the execution 

times over the company proprietary cryptographic library.   

In order to give wider perspective of the cryptography the thesis introduces a brief 

history of the cryptography. The following cryptographic functions are discussed in the 

thesis: hash functions, message authentication, symmetric and asymmetric 

cryptographic algorithms. The cryptographic algorithms are also examined from the 

embedded systems point of view. In addition of that the security of the embedded 

systems is discussed briefly in order to introduce the context where cryptographic 

functions are used. 

The other aim and the author’s personal motivation was to learn and deepen the 

knowledge of cryptographic algorithms, their usage and the issues to take into 

consideration when working with embedded devices.  

The research methods were a literature review and empirical research. The results 

supports hypothesis that it’s not always beneficial to use HW accelerated algorithms. 

The results surprised partially because the expectations were that HW accelerated 

execution would be much faster. Further investigations should be made in order to find 

the root cause for the results. Most of the algorithms were faster with OpenSSL in 

comparison to the company proprietary library and some of the HW accelerated 

algorithms. The performance is better in most of the crypto operations with OpenSSL 

than with the company proprietary crypto library. 

The thesis contributes the fact that no one should assume that it is obvious that the HW 

accelerated crypto operations are always faster. In many cases it is not significant in 

terms of performance, but in those cases where the performance is the critical issue the 

execution times should be measured rather than assumed.  

Keywords 
Cryptography, computer security, HASH, HMAC, AES, RSA, symmetric cryptography, 

asymmetric cryptography.  
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Abbreviations 

ASN.1 Abstract Syntax Notation One is a standard and notation that 

describes rules and structures for representing, encoding, 

transmitting, and decoding data in telecommunications and 

computer networking. 

ASIC   Application Specific Integrated Circuits 

DER Distinguished Encoding Rules defined by the ITU-T's X.690 

standards document, which is part of the ASN.1 document series. 

DES  Data Encryption Standard 

FIDO  Trace box, (Liewenthal, 2013) 

IPSec  IP Security Architecture 

ISA   Intelligent Software Architecture 

MIPI   Mobile Industry Processor Interface 

Nokia Asha  The series is a range of Nokia smartphones and feature phones, 

ranging from low to mid-end phones 

NBS  National Bureau of Standards 

NIST  National Institute of Standards and Technology 

NSA National Security Agency 

OpenSSL  OpenSSL is an open-source implementation of the SSL and TLS 

protocols 

RFC Request for Comments 

SHA Secure Hash Functions 

SSL  Secure Sockets Layer 

TLS  Transport Layer Security and its predecessor 

WEP Wired Equivalent Privacy 
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1. Introduction 

Computer security involves many areas, for example secure communication, 

authentication, password protection, data encryption, and data integrity. One essential 

part of the computer security is cryptography (Kessler, 2013). “The basic terminology is 

that cryptography refers to the science and art of designing ciphers; cryptanalysis to the 

science and art of breaking them; while cryptology, often shortened to just crypto, is the 

study of both” (Anderson, 2001, 74).  

One important aspect in achieving sufficient security is the knowledge of cryptographic 

algorithms. They can be categorized at high level into hashing, message authentication, 

symmetric cryptography, asymmetric cryptography and digital signatures.  

The criteria of choosing the cryptographic algorithms vary. The criteria can be for 

example the intended level of security, key length, the speed of the crypto operation and 

the device in which the cryptographic operation is performed. 

Choosing the cryptographic algorithms for mobile devices requires knowledge of the 

hardware. For example whether there are hardware accelerators available, memory 

consumption, available secret keys often burned during the manufacturing phase and the 

key length in asymmetric operations affects the choice of the algorithms.  

1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of the thesis is to introduce a brief history of cryptography, operation 

principles of currently used cryptographic algorithms, security and cryptography in 

embedded devices and to measure the execution times for them. The target device in 

which the performance tests have been executed is Nokia Asha having the ARM11 CPU 

with the speed of 416 MHz. The purpose of the measurement is to find out execution 

times in case of using company proprietary cryptographic algorithms, OpenSSL and 

hardware accelerators. 

1.2 Motivation 

There are different component manufacturers with different software and hardware 

configurations. The different combination of these setups have affect to the execution 

times, which are important in the design phase of security protocols using various of 

cryptographic algorithms.   

This thesis serves two main purposes. The first one is to deepen the author’s knowledge 

of the cryptographic algorithms because of the need on a daily basis and the second 

reason is the execution time measurement. The author works in the security team for the 

Nokia Asha series. “The Nokia Asha series is the range of Nokia smart phones and 

feature phones, ranging from low to mid-end phones” (Wikipedia, Nokia Asha series, 

2013). The used software and hardware configuration vary for each product. There is no 

statistics of the cryptographic execution times available for all ASICs used in the Asha 

series. It’s also important to analyse the result of the transition from the company 
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proprietary cryptographic algorithms to OpenSSL. Measurements are carried out with 

different plaintext length and key length and one aspect in analysis is to find out if there 

are any thresholds below which there is no benefit of using hardware (HW) accelerators. 

The measurement details are important in all the areas in which the cryptographic 

operations are needed to find out the bottlenecks and the sufficient operations for each 

purpose.   

1.3 Research questions and contribution 

It is common nowadays to use ASICs that are designed and manufactured by another 

company that assembles a final product. Such a company is generally referred to as a 

vendor. There has not been information available, at least not in the team the author of 

this thesis has been working, of the execution times of cryptographic algorithms in 

ASICs currently used.  The purpose is to measure the algorithms used mostly in the area 

in which the author works. There has been transition from the company proprietary 

cryptographic algorithms to OpenSSL, which creates the need to analyse the benefits in 

terms of the execution time, if any, between them. Another important area to analyse is 

the execution time when using the HW accelerators for cryptographic operations.   

Because of the reasons above the following research questions were selected.  

RQ 1:  What are the limitations mobile devices set when choosing cryptographic 

algorithms? 

RQ 2:  Has the transition from the use of the company proprietary cryptographic 

algorithms into use of OpenSSL been beneficial in terms of the execution 

time? 

RQ 3: Is it always beneficial to use HW accelerators when available?   

Answers to the RQ 1 will be found as a result of the literature review and to RQ 2 and 

RQ 3 will be found as a results of the execution measurements.  

1.4 Research methods 

There are two types of research methods used in this thesis:  

 Literature review 

The purpose of the literature review is to find reference material to provide the 

solid and sufficient information needed for the cryptographic algorithm 

background and to carry out the actual research.  

 Empirical research 

This is the constructive part of the thesis, which provides as a result valuable 

information of the execution time with current ASICs and the current SW asset. 

The results also provide one more proof if it’s beneficial or not to use OpenSSL. 

The execution time is not the only reason when evaluating the benefit of new 

software library, but plays a significant role among the other factors. 
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1.5 Limitations 

Execution measurements are done in one of the ASICs used in the Asha series with the 

CPU of 416 MHz and ARM11 processor. The reason for this is the availability of the 

ASIC with the SW configuration that contains all the needed cryptographic libraries 

including the company proprietary one and OpenSSL and HW accelerators.  

1.6 Structure 

This thesis has been divided into the three main categories, the introduction, literature 

review and the measurements including the discussion based on the result of the 

measurements.  

Chapter 2 covers the history of the cryptography and the fundamentals of the 

cryptographic algorithms. The main purpose is to provide information that can be used 

from the client point of view.  

Chapter 3 introduces cryptographic algorithms, which are widely used in mobile 

devices. The chapter introduces the newcomer, SHA-3, that might become popular in 

the future. 

Chapter 4 discusses not only cryptographic algorithm issues but also security of 

embedded devices in order to provide bigger view for which the cryptographic 

algorithms are suitable in the context of the security.  

 Chapter 5 describes the actual research, the background, the measurement set-up and 

the results of the measurements. 

Chapter 6 analyses the results, discusses them and derives the conclusion based on the 

findings.  
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2. Cryptography basics 

“Cryptography (or cryptology; from Greek κρυπτός, "hidden, secret"; and γράφειν, 

graphein, "writing") is the practice and study of techniques for secure communication in 

the presence of third parties (called adversaries)”  (Wikipedia, Cryptography, 2013). 

Modern cryptography applies several disciplines, computer engineering, mathematics 

and electrical engineering. (Wikipedia, Cryptography, 2013). Request for Comments 

(RFC) 2828 defines cryptography as “The mathematical science that deals with 

transforming data to render its meaning unintelligible (i.e., to hide its semantic content), 

prevent its undetected alteration, or prevent its unauthorized use”. If the transformation 

is reversible, cryptography also deals with restoring encrypted data to intelligible form 

(Shirey, 2000, p. 50). 

 

Cryptography is usually part of something, e.g. a security protocol. One practical 

example is a lock, the lock alone is useless, but it is useful when it is part of the door. A 

key is another example. The key must be kept in a safe place and not be dropped off. It 

is the same way in cryptography; the secret key must be kept in a safe place.  (Ferguson, 

Schneider & Kohno, 2010, p. 4.) 

”Cryptography is not the solution to your security problems. It might be part of the 

solution, or it might be part of the problems” (Ferguson et al., 2010, p. 12). For example 

in case you want to protect the file you might encrypt the file, but then a key must be 

stored as well. A good key is so long that it’s hard to remember, thus must be saved 

somewhere. Some of the programs store the key to the same disk as the file and in case 

of an attack the adversary might get the key and compromise the file. In the above 

example cryptography generates an additional issue, the key handling that has to be 

solved. Cryptography can make system more vulnerable if the cryptography is applied 

in inappropriate ways. Often it provides the feeling of the security and the development 

is stopped then. (Ferguson et al., 2010, p. 12.) 

Ferguson et al. (2010, p.12) say that even experienced cryptographers design systems 

which are compromised a few years later. This is because cryptography is difficult and 

there are issues like the weakest-link and adversarial setting to deal with.  

2.1 History 

Traditionally the users of cryptography were governments and military and prior to 

1970s the cryptography was black art practiced by few government and military people. 

Nowadays cryptography is open and widely taught in many universities and also 

available for companies and individuals. There have been many reasons to the transition 

from black box to open. Two main reasons are automated business and the usage of the 

internet as a communication channel.  (Piper & Murphy, 2002, p. 6.) 

(Zulkifli, 2007, p. 2) categorise the history of cryptography into three significant 

periods, ancient until 1918, technical 1919 - 1975 and paradoxical - public key 

cryptography from 1976. The following paragraphs present the development of 

encryption, and some of the most important events before BC until today.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Greek
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/en:%CE%BA%CF%81%CF%85%CF%80%CF%84%CF%8C%CF%82
http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/en:%CE%B3%CF%81%CE%AC%CF%86%CF%89#Ancient_Greek
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adversary_(cryptography)
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2.1.1 Before World War I 

Cryptography can be traced back to some 4000 years to Egyptians (Menezes, van 

Oorschot, & Vanstone, 1996, p. 1). The earliest form of the cryptography was 

hieroglyphs by Egyptians. The Greeks invented the device called scytale. Scytale 

consist of stick and tape. The idea was to write a message on the tape and wrap it 

around the stick. The receiver must have the stick with the same diameter in order to 

decode the cipher text. The Romans used a letter shift called Caesar Shift Cipher. The 

number of how much a letter was shifted was agreed beforehand. Caesar Shift Cipher is 

one example of monoalphabetic substitution cipher. Another example of mono-

alphabetic substitution cipher was the situation in which Caesar sent an encrypted 

message to Cicero who was surrounded. The message was encrypted by replacing 

Roman letters by Greek letters. This was actually the first documented use of 

cryptography for military purposes.  (Damico, 2013; Zulkifli, 2007, p. 1.) In the above 

shift cipher there were only the 26 possible keys (English letters), which mean that the 

cipher text is quite easy break. Another monoalphabetic substitution is to arrange the 

ciphertext in arbitrary manner. This allows to use all the permutations of the alphabets, 

thus 26!.  (Katz & Lindell, 2007, p. 12.) 

The above cryptography techniques are part of the classic cryptography and the 

common feature to them is the synonym encryption. The purpose was to convert the 

message into unreadable format, thus to make information meaningless for outsiders. 

The originator of the message needed to share the decoding technique with the receiver, 

i.e. a diameter of the stick, the number used in letter shifting or the codebook.  

(Wikipedia, Cryptography, 2013.)  

During the Islamic golden age in the 9
th

 century the frequency analysis was invented. 

This was a significant invention because it made monoalphabetic substitution cipher 

vulnerable and created the need to invent new cryptography techniques. The frequency 

analysis is based on the assumption that some of the letters occur more often than the 

others, so this technique can be used to compromise the encoded message. All ciphers 

remained vulnerable because of the frequency analysis until the invention of the 

polyalphabetic cipher.  (Zulkifli, 2007, p. 2; Wikipedia, History of cryptography, 2013.) 

In polyalphabetic cipher the same ciphertext character can represent several plaintext 

characters, e.g. it might depend on the position of the character in the plaintext (Piper & 

Murphy, 2002, p. 26).  

2.1.2 World War I until 1975 

Radio transmission was already used during the World War I, which created the need 

for stronger cipher. The reason for the need for stronger cipher was easiness to intercept 

messages sent over air. During the World War I codes and ciphers were widely used. 

The French Tableau de Concordance is one of the ciphers used during the World War I. 

It is worth to mention the event in which British decoded the Zimmerman telegram, 

which helped in bringing the United States into war. During World War II mechanical 

cipher machines were used in encryption. Enigma is the most famous mechanical 

machine. (Zulkifli, 2007, p. 3; Wikipedia, Cryptography, 2013; Wikipedia, World War I 

cryptography, 2013.)  

Colossus was the first digitally programmable computer, designed to assist and achieve 

more power in decryption of ciphers generated by German Army’s Lorenz during the 

World War II. Computers allowed more complex ciphers and in addition they allowed 
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encryption of any kind of binary data. This was significant improvement to the classical 

ciphers in which only the hand written text was possible to encrypt. (Wikipedia, 

Cryptography, 2013.)  

After the invention of computers there was need for more cryptographic algorithms in 

various situations like file encryption, in communication over the network and so on. It 

was not only military and governments who needed cryptography but instead any 

organization using computers.  This lead to the need of the cryptography standard in 

early 1970’s and National Bureau of Standards (NBS), now National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST), made the first request for a standard for the 

cryptography standard. As a result Data Encryption Standard (DES) was standardized. 

DES was a strong symmetric algorithm and remained as a standard for 20 years until it 

was compromised by brute forcing with Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) DES 

cracker as a result of the monetary competition. (Zulkifli, 2007, p. 4; Wikipedia, 

Cryptography, 2013; Wikipedia, EFF DES cracker, 2013.)  

2.1.3 From 1976 until today  

Symmetric cryptographic algorithms solve the problem of how to communicate over the 

insecure channel. Significant problem with the symmetric cryptographic algorithms is 

distributing a shared secret key safely. (Katz & Lindell, 2007, p. 301.) 

Next significant turning point was the invention of the key exchange protocol in 1976. 

Whitfield Diffie and Martin Hellman published New Direction in Cryptography. The 

paper introduced a new method to solve one of the fundamental problems, the key 

distribution over an insecure channel.  (Diffie & Hellman, 1976.) After publishing New 

Direction in Cryptography academics became more interested in finding practical 

asymmetric encryption system. The first asymmetric cryptographic algorithm was 

invented by Ronald Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Len Adleman called RSA in 1978 (Rivest, 

Shamir, & Adleman, 1978). Modern algorithms are based on mathematical science and 

computer science practice. Public key algorithms can also be used for digital signatures. 

(Wikipedia, Cryptography, 2013.) 

Since 1976 many public key cryptographic algorithms have been developed and 

improvements of existing ones have been ongoing and still continue in rapid phases. 

ElGamal was invented in 1985. Important evolution was also the digital signature 

standardized in 1991 based on the RSA algorithm.  (Menezes et al., 1996, p. 2.)  

2.2 Fundamentals of cryptography 

According to Menezes et al. (1996, p. 4) following forms a cryptographic framework.  

 Confidentiality 

Content of the information is not available to unauthorized people. 

Confidentiality can be achieved by e.g. mathematical algorithms.  

 Data integrity 

Ability to detect the modification, addition and deletion of data by unauthorized 

persons.  

 Authentication 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adi_Shamir
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Len_Adleman
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Both the sender and the receiver should be able to identify themselves. 

 Non-repudiation 

Prevents an entity from denying the previous action.  

An example of non-repudiation is a case in which someone else has bought in behalf of 

the denying person to resolve the situation. This service required a third party in 

resolving the dispute (Menezes et al., 1996, p. 4). 

Menezes et al. (1996, p. 14) list the Kerckhoffs principles which Kerckhoffs wrote in 

1883. The following list is given as Kerckhoffs originally stated them: 

 

1. The system should be, if not theoretically unbreakable, unbreakable in practice;  

2. Compromise of the system details should not inconvenience the correspondents; 

3. The key should be rememberable without notes and easily changed; 

4. The cryptogram should be transmissible by telegraph; 

5. The encryption apparatus should be portable and operable by a single person; 

and 

6. The system should be easy, requiring neither the knowledge of a long list of 

rules nor mental strain. 

 

The best known principle is the second of his six principles known as the Kerckhoffs 

principle (Wikipedia, Auguste Kerckhoffs, 2013). It is vital part of the cryptography. 

The security must be based on the secrecy of the key, not to the secrecy of the 

algorithm. The reasons are that it’s much easier to keep the secrecy of the key than 

algorithm. Cryptographic algorithms have huge amount of users, thus they share the 

very same algorithm but not the same key. If an adversary wants to break the system (s) 

he should get the algorithm only from one user unlike the secret keys. Algorithms are 

difficult to change because they are built into the software or hardware. Publicity of 

algorithms is beneficial in a sense that it’s easy to create weak algorithms and if the 

algorithms are public the weaknesses are easier to detect as well. (Ferguson et al., 2010, 

pp. 24-25.) 

As the cryptography is important part of the security it’s worth mentioning that the 

worst enemy of the security is the complexity.  The example below demonstrates a 

situation how complexity arises in practice.  A program with 20 ON and OFF options 

gives over one million configuration possibilities and we all should be aware that it’s 

not so unusual to have a program with over 20 options. A simple system does not have 

to be a small system. The system with well-defined interfaces isolates the part of the 

system, which are not in the interest of the client. (Ferguson et al., 2010, p. 17.) 
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3. Cryptographic algorithms 

There are a lot of cryptographic algorithms invented and more new algorithms are 

invented all the time. This chapter discusses principles of some of the famous 

algorithms currently used. 

3.1 Hashing 

A hash function is a one-way function which takes an arbitrary-length message, m and 

returns a fixed sized result called hash; h. Typical hash sizes are 128 – 1024 bits.  Hash 

functions are widely used in cryptography e.g. for digital signatures, for data integrity 

and as compression functions. They make a good use of mapping the variable-size value 

into the fixed-size value. Hash functions are also called message digest functions and 

hash is called digest. By using hash functions we can save computer resources because 

using the fixed-sized hash, h, in cryptographic operations or in network communication 

instead of data of variable-size in length, is usually much shorter than the original 

message, m. Most of the digital signatures use public-key operations, which are rather 

expensive in computational terms. So instead of signing the message, m, the hash, h, can 

be signed. (Ferguson et al., 2010, p. 77 – 78.)  

When m is the message and h is the hash function we denote the message hash 

by h = H(m). 

 

Typical properties according to Ferguson et al, (2010, p. 78) and Schneier (1996. p. 

429) of one-way hash function are: 

 Given m, it is easy to compute h = H(m).  

 Given h, it is hard to compute m such that H(m) = h. This is also called the pre-

image resistance.  

 Given m1 it is hard to find another message m2, H(m1) = H(m2). This is called a 

collision resistance. Every hash function with more inputs than outputs has 

collisions but if they are hard to find the function is collision resistant.  

A collision-free or collision resistant hash is really important in digital signatures e.g. so 

that nobody buy anything on behalf of you. In order to achieve collision-free hash the n, 

which is the amount of computations required to break a hash, must be large enough for 

an adversary to be impractical to find the collision. The collision resistance requirement 

means in practice that despite collisions exist they cannot be found. (Anderson, 2001, p. 

84; Ferguson & Schneier, 2003, p. 85).  

If the amount of computed hash values with length n is at least 2
n/2

, we get a collision 

with probability about ½. Common hash functions MD5 with the output of 128 bits 

requires then 2
64 

and SHA1 with the output of 160 bits requires 2
80 

computations to 

break. Generally speaking a prudent designer would use longer hash function when 

possible and the use of MD-series should be avoided because they are compromised 
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already. (Anderson, 2001, p. 84.) SHA-1 has also been broken in February 2005 using 

less than 2
69

 hash operations.  (Schneier, 2005b; Wang, Yin, & Yu, 2005, p. 12.) 

How serious and what are the consequences of hash collisions? It depends whom you 

are asking from. If you look at the results from cryptanalyst practitioners point of view 

it is a serious matter. However this is also the way how the cryptography advances, 

design new cryptographic algorithms by breaking them. Looking from the average 

internet users’ point of view the collision finding is not a serious matter. Digital 

signatures do not break or encrypted messages cannot be interpreted any time soon.  

(Schneier, 2005a.) 

Most hash functions are iterative (see Fig. 1). This means that the input data is split into 

the fixed sized blocks m1…mk, e.g. to the size of 512 bits, and the last block is filled up 

with the padding often including the length of the input data. The 512 bits blocks are 

then processed in order with the compression function and intermediate states. This 

approach has advantages such as easy to implement variable length comparison and 

direct hash computation as soon as the data is available, because of direct input 

handling. (Ferguson et al., 2010, p. 82.) 

 

Figure 1. The general model for an iterative hash function (Dent & Mitchell, 2004, p.  96). 

The following chapters introduce SHA-family hash functions, SHA-1, SHA-2 and 

SHA-3 (Keccak). The reason for describing only the SHA-families is that the SHA-1 

and SHA-2 are currently used in Asha families.  In order to prepare to use SHA-3 as a 

newcomer it is introduced as well.  

3.1.1 SHA-1 and SHA-2 

Secure Hash Function (SHA) was developed by the National Security Agency (NSA) 

and published by the NIST in 1993. The original standard is Secure Hash Standard 

(SHS). The first version was called just SHA but nowadays called SHA-0. NSA found 

weaknesses which were fixed and the new version of SHA-1 was released in 1995. 
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SHA-1 is based on MD4 and produces a 160-bit digest, which is also the weakest point 

of the SHA-1, the relatively short digest.  SHA-1 is the most famous hash function used 

widely in many famous applications and protocols. The maximum input length is 2
64 

bits and the operations block size is 512 bits. (Ferguson et al., 2010, p. 82; Wikipedia, 

SHA-1, 2013.)  

SHA-2 was published in 2001 and updated in 2004 to include the fourth, SHA-224. 

SHA-2 consists of SHA-224, SHA-256, SHA-384 and SHA-512 hash functions. SHA-2 

produces 224-, 256-, 384- and 512 bits outputs. SHA-224 and SHA-384 are truncated 

versions, which means that the output is truncated either from 256 bits to 224 bits or 

from 512 to 384 bits. (Federal Information Processing Standards Publication, 2012; 

Wikipedia, SHA-2, 2013.) 

HASH algorithms differ in security they provide for the hashed data, block size, word 

size used during hashing and message digest (Federal Information Processing Standards 

Publication, 2012, p. 3). 

Table 1 describes the basic properties of SHA-1 and SHA-2 hash functions.  

Table 1. Basic SHA properties 

Algorithm 
Message Size 

(bits) 

Block Size 

(bits) 

Word Size 

(bits) 

Digest Size 

(bits) 

SHA-1 <2
64

 512 32 160 

SHA-224 <2
64

 512 32 224 

SHA-256 <2
64

 512 32 256 

SHA-384 <2
128

 1024 64 384 

SHA-512 <2
128

 1024 64 512 

 

SHA-1 and SHA-2  algorithms can be dived into two main stages, pre-processing and 

hashing (Federal Information Processing Standards Publication, 2012, p. 13). Pre-

processing consists of three steps, padding the message, parsing the message and setting 

the initial hash value. The message is always padded even if the size of the message 

would equal to the block size because the extension contains minimum one bit and the 

length of the message. The message parsing means dividing the padded message to 

equal size blocks. (Federal Information Processing Standards Publication, 2012, pp. 13, 

14.) 

The following example below (see Fig. 2) outlines the padding scheme. The example 

consists the letters”abc” in ASCII which is equal to 24 bits in size, one ASCII 8 bits x 3 

= 24 bits.  

 

Figure 2. Padding SHA-1 message into a 512 bits block.  (Federal Information Processing 
Standards Publication, 2012). 

The padding is calculated in the following way.  
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512 – 64 = 448, number of bits left in the block 

 448 – (24 + 1) = 423, number of bits to pad with zeroes. 

Finally the length of the message is added to the last 64 bits area in the block. SHA-2 

follows the same padding scheme except the block size is 1024 bits including the final 

block size of 128 bits (Federal Information Processing Standards Publication, 2012, p. 

18). 

The computation of SHA-1 and SHA-2 hashes follows the same principle. Figure 3 

outlines the principles of hash computations. The hash algorithm takes the first block 

and the initialization vector and computes the hash that is the input of the next round 

with the next block. The result of the last round is the actual hash with the exception 

that in the truncated hash functions the result must be formed according to the size.  

(Dent & Mitchell, 2004, pp. 93-97) 

M0 M1 Mn

Hsha Hsha Hsha

IV

160 160

512 512 512

CV1 CVn

160 digest
A=67452301, 

B=EFCDAB89,

C=98BADCFE,

D=10325476

E=C3D2E1F0
 

Figure 3. Overall description of SHA-1. 

One of the weaknesses of SHA functions is the length extension information in the last 

block. The problem is that the output is the state of the last round without any special 

processing. An attacker can utilize this by adding own data to the message, update the 

length information and compute new hash value. Despite the length extension known 

weakness there are not many tools to execute the length extension attack. One tool is 

HashPump that uses OpenSSL in its implementation and the tool supports attacks on 

MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256 and SHA-512. SHA-224 and SHA-384 are not vulnerable to 

the length extension attack due to reduced output size.  (Ferguson et al., 2010, p. 83; 

Wikipedia, Length Extension Attack, 2013.) 

 

3.1.2 SHA-3 

NIST launched the public competition in November 2007 to develop a new hash 

algorithm called SHA-3. NIST received as many as 64 candidates and based on the 

public comments and internal reviews Keccak was chosen as the winner, which also 

ended the five years competition. (Caswell, 2013.) One of the NIST requirements for 
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the SHA-3 was that SHA-3 cannot have the length extension properties (Ferguson et al. 

2010, p. 84).  

SHA-3 can perform variety of symmetric cryptographic operations, e.g. hashing, 

pseudorandom generation and authenticated encryption. SHA-3 uses the sponge 

construction, which is the fixed-length permutation or transformation and the padding 

rules that build the variable length-input to variable length-output.  (Assche, Bertoni, 

Daemen, & Peeters, 2013.) According to NIST computer expert Tim Polk SHA-3 is not 

vulnerable in a same way than SHA-2 because the two algorithms are designed 

differently. SHA-2 has not been compromised and NIST considers SHA-2 to be secure 

to use and SHA-3 offers more flexibility in choosing HASH  algorithms. (Boutin, 2013.) 

As of September 2013, NIST has not updated the Secure Hash Standard for HASH-3. 

3.2 Message authentication codes 

Message authentication codes (MACs) provide authentication and integrity on 

messages. MACs have been claimed to be most important cryptographic primitive for 

commercial applications and they have been widely used over 20 years in e.g. banking 

and authenticating mobile devices. (Dent & Mitchell, 2004, p. 113.) MACs use a secret 

key known for both to the sender and to the receiver. The sender computes the MAC 

value, MAC(K, m), and sends not only the message but together with MAC value. K 

stands for a shared secret key known by the sender and the receiver and m stands for the 

message. The receiver then calculates the MAC value and compares to the MAC value 

in the message and if they match the message is authenticated. Figure 4 outlines the 

principles of MAC algorithm. (Ferguson et al., 2010, p. 89.)  

 

 

Figure 4. MAC principles (Wikipedia, Message authentication code, 2013). 

 

There are several MAC standards and algorithms available but this chapter introduces 

hash-based message authentication code (HMAC). HMAC involves hash algorithms in 

combination with the secret key. HMAC can be used with any of the iterative hash 

functions and MD5, SHA-1 and SHA256 are such examples and the resulting MAC 

functions are referred as HMAC-MD5, HMAC-SHA-1 and HMAC-SHA256.  Security 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:MAC.svg
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of HMAC depends on the underlying hash function, the size of the output and the 

quality of the secret key. (Bellare, Canetti, & Krawczyk, 1997, p.1; Wikipedia, Message 

authentication code, 2013.) HMAC-SHA1 does not suffer from a collision attack in the 

same way as SHA-1 because in the beginning of the HMAC-SHA1 the message to hash 

is based on the secret key not known by the attacker (Ferguson et al., 2010, p. 93).  

To compute HMAC the following calculation is performed. 

HMAC = H((K ⊕ opad) ∥ H((K ⊕ ipad) ∥ m)) (1) 

H stands for the cryptographic hash functions. K stands for the secret key and if the key 

is shorter than the block size it is then padded with zeroes or if the key is longer than the 

block it is then truncated. The symbol ∥ denotes for concatenation and the symbol ⊕ for 

the exclusive or (XOR). Here opad is the outer padding 0x5c5c5c5c….5c5c and ipad is 

the inner pad 0x36363636….3636. Figure 5 shows the principle of HMAC-SHA1.  

(Bellare et al., 1997, p. 3; Wikipedia, Message authentication code, 2013.) 

 

 

Figure 5. HMAC SHA-1 (Wikipedia, Message authentication code, 2013).  

HMAC functions can be used in several ways. The secret key known by the HMAC 

clients can be given as a parameter or the key is not known by the sender and receiver 

but instead, the key is hidden and the user can choose the key by giving it as a 

parameter. Alternative way is to keep the key totally hidden and the HMAC function 

takes the message as a parameter and then uses the hidden secret key in the HMAC 

operation. The above examples have been applied in practice by the author.  

3.3 Symmetric cryptography 

This chapter introduces the principles of the symmetric cryptography and one of the 

most famous symmetric algorithms called AES. Modern symmetric cryptography is 

based on the computer based bit scrambling. Symmetric cryptography fulfils Shannon’s 

principle called confusion and diffusion of how good encryption should work. In 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Shahmac.jpg
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confusion the relation of the plaintext and ciphertext is confused in a way that a 

character of the plaintext does not reveal the corresponding ciphertext character. In 

diffusion the effect of the plaintext is propagated as wide as possible in a way that a 

small change in the plaintext impacts as widely to the ciphertext as possible. Diffusion 

hides repetitions in the plaintext, which makes it harder to break the ciphertext.  

(Järvinen, 2003, p. 77; Shannon, 1949.) 

In a symmetric cryptosystem both sender and receiver use the same secret key in 

communication over the channel. Key distribution safely to all parties is a vital issue 

that is out of the scope of this thesis. 

 

encrypt

Sender

shared key

plaintext

Communication 

channel

decrypt

shared key

plaintext
ciphertext

eavesdropping

Receiver

 

Figure 6. Symmetric cryptosystem. 

Symmetric cryptosystems can be divided into two main categories, to the stream ciphers 

and to the block ciphers. Stream ciphers operate on one bit at the time whereas the block 

ciphers work with the equal size blocks. There are several types of operation modes in 

the block ciphers, e.g. Electronic Codebook (ECB), Cipher Block Chaining (CBC), 

Output Feedback (OFB) and Cipher Feedback (CFB). (Järvinen, 2003, p. 77, pp. 101-

103.) 

ECB is the simplest mode in which each block is encrypted separately. This creates a 

serious weakness of ECB because if the same sets of characters are identical in two 

blocks, the results of the encrypted digest are the same. It’s not recommended to use 

ECB anymore. CBC is one of the most popular modes and it tackles problems existing 

in ECB by xoring plaintext blocks with the previous ciphertext block. OFB converts the 

block cipher into stream cipher in which each block is encrypted with a different key. A 

message itself is never used as an input but instead the block cipher is used to generate 

the stream of bytes that is then xored with the plaintext to generate the ciphertext. CFB 

is the stream cipher mode like OFB but the difference is that in CFB the plaintext has 

effect to encryption. (Ferguson et al., 2010, pp. 65-69; Järvinen, 2003, pp. 101-103.) 

The key length plays a major role in the symmetric cryptography and it’s measured as 

bits. For example in the brute force attack all the possible keys are tried in order to 

break the secret. The number of keys is 2
key length

 in which the key length is in bits, and 

thus ten bits key length gives 2
10

 = 1024 possible keys. As the key length increases the 

number of keys grows exponentially meaning that the difference between the key 

lengths of 20 bits is not twice as safe as the key length of 10 bits, but instead it is 2
10 
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time stronger. Each new bit doubles the amount of keys. (Järvinen, 2003, p. 82.) Typical 

key lengths in the symmetric cryptographic are 128 bits, 192 bits and 256 bits. The key 

length of 128 bits is still considered long enough. (Ferguson et al., 2010, p. 60.)  

Most well-known symmetric block cipher is Data Encryption Standard (DES), 

published in 1976. DES and its improved version 3DES have been widely used but 

nowadays considered insecure due to maximum key length of 56 bits and small block 

size of 64 bits (Piper & Murphy, 2002, p. 53; Ferguson et al., 2010, p. 51). NIST 

recommends the use of Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) discussed in the next 

section (Goodrich & Tamassia, 2011, p. 54).  

3.3.1 AES 

In 1997 NIST published a competition in order to find replacement for DES. As a result 

15 proposals were submitted and 5 of them were selected to the final competition. The 

proposal called Rijndael won the competition to become a standard of AES. The AES 

standard was published in 2001. (Ferguson et al., 2010, p. 54.) 

AES operates with the block size of 128 bits and it is designed to work with keys in 

length of 128 bits, 192 bits and 256 bits and they are known as AES-128, AES-192 and 

AES-256. The examples given with AES are the size of 128 bits. Rijndael was designed 

to operate with additional block sizes and key lengths but they are not part of the AES 

standard. Each input and output consists a sequence of 128 bits, B1 …Bn,  blocks.  Some 

of the AES operations can be performed in parallel, which makes it possible to 

implement high-speed implementation. Low memory requirements make AES suitable 

for restricted environments. (Ferguson et al., 2010, p. 55; Mogollon, 2007, pp. 83, 90.) 

AES encryption consists of the following steps Mogollon, 2007, p. 84.) : 

 Key expansion  

 An initial round key addition 

 Several rounds of SubBytes, ShiftRows, MixColumns, and AddRoundKey 

 Final round of SubBytes, ShiftRows, and AddRoundKey  

AES operations are performed in rounds, which depend on the key length. The amount 

of rounds is 10 for the AES-128, 12 for the AES-192 and 14 for the AES-256.  

Internally AES operations are performed in a two-dimensional byte array called state. 

The array consists of four rows and the length of the columns depends on the key 

length. The number of columns of the array is the block length / 32. At the beginning 

the input bytes are divided into the equal size blocks depending on the key size and then 

copied into the state-array as seen in Figure 7. Cipher and inverse cipher operations are 

performed on this array and in the end the state array is copied to the output array. 

(Federal Information Processing Standards Publication, 2001, p. 9.) 
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Figure 7. State array input and output (Federal Information Processing Standards Publication, 
2001, p. 9). 

 

Figure 8. AES implementation (Nr =Number of rounds) (Mogollon, 2007, p. 85). 

As seen in Figure 8 the execution starts an “Initial Round” step applied directly to 128 

bit plaintext block. The execution continues with the four steps “Standard Round” that 

is executed 10, 12 or 14 times depending on the key length. In the end the “Final 

Round” produces the ciphertext. Steps in AES are reversible meaning that the 

decryption is done in reverse order than encryption. (Goodrich & Tamassia, 2011, p. 

91.) 

The key expansion routine takes the cipher key and generates a key schedule with the 

total number of required rounds. In AES-128 the key expansion generates 4 * (10 + 1) 

keys, which equals to total of 44 keys. The cipher key becomes the first key and the rest 

are generated. (Mogollon, 2007, p. 86.) 

In the initial state X0 is the result of the XOR of plaintext and key K, X0 = P ⊕ K. The 

standard round X1…Xn-1 receives the result of the previous step as an input. The first 

step of the standard state is the SubBytes-step in which the input is used to index to an 

S-box look-up table to find the substitution value, see Figures 9 and 10. In the 

ShiftRows-step a permutation is performed in order to rearrange bytes.  Then in the 

MixColumns-step every column in the state array is transformed using a matrix 

multiplication. AddRoundKey performs XOR for all the bytes in the array with a round-

key derived from encryption key. The final output is the result of the final round Xn. 

(Ferguson et al., 2010, p. 54; Goodrich & Tamassia, 2011, pp. 65 - 66.) 
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Figure 9. SubBytes() applies the S-box to each byte of the state (Federal Information 
Processing Standards Publication, 2001, p. 16). 

The S-box substitution table is used in the following way. If the S1,1 = {53} the upper 

nibble is the row index, 5, and the lower nibble 3 is the column index. The substitution 

value in this example is 0xed. (Federal Information Processing Standards Publication, 

2001, p. 16.) 

 

Figure 10 “S-box:  substitution values for the byte xy (in hexadecimal format)”  (Federal 
Information Processing Publication, 2001, p. 16). 

3.4 Asymmetric cryptography 

Asymmetric cryptography, also known as a public key cryptography means that there 

are two keys involved, a private key and a public key. Asymmetric cryptosystems can 

be used for two purposes, for encryption/decryption and for digital signatures. The 

public key is used for encrypting a plaintext and the private key for decrypting a 

ciphertext as seen in Figure 11. In the digital signature the private key is used for 

signing and the public key for the verification. This chapter discusses the asymmetric 

encryption and decryption. The public key as stated is public, thus can be distributed 

freely e.g. in web page whereas the private key must be kept in a safe place. One of the 

advantages in the asymmetric cryptosystems is that there are no problems of delivering 

the shared key between the sender and the receiver because the public key is freely 

distributed and the other advantage is the amount of keys required. For example in case 
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there are 1000 users who want to communicate between each other’s, thus in case of 

asymmetric cryptosystems 1000 private/public keys are needed whereas a symmetric 

cryptosystem requires as much as 499 500 keys. (Goodrich & Tamassia, 2011, pp. 22-

23, 25.) 
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Figure 11. Asymmetric cryptosystem. 

One of the disadvantages of the asymmetric cryptosystems is the performance that is 

much slower than in symmetric cryptosystems. Another disadvantage is that the 

asymmetric cryptosystems require much bigger keys. Whereas the symmetric 

cryptosystems require e.g. the key length of 128 or 256 bits the asymmetric 

cryptosystems require 1024 or 2048 bit keys. Implementing security solution is often 

the result of combining various cryptographic algorithms. Figure 12 outlines such an 

example, the combination of the symmetric and asymmetric cryptosystems in which the 

shared secret key is encrypted with the asymmetric encryption. This combination 

utilizes the public key cryptosystem in a way that encrypting the symmetric key, e.g.  

256-bits, tackles the problem of delivering shared key that can be used in the efficient 

symmetric crypto operations. (Goodrich & Tamassia, 2011, pp. 22-24.) 
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Figure 12. Using public key cryptosystem to exchange the shared secret key.  
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Asymmetric cryptosystems are mathematically complex and many of them are based on 

the modular arithmetic. Modular arithmetic uses whole numbers (integers) in which the 

numbers wrap around reaching a certain value called modulus. Properties of modular 

arithmetic are often based on the properties of prime numbers. The following modular 

arithmetic operations are fast to compute; addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 

exponentiation. Dividing by the number x is fast only if the number can be inverted.  

(Dent & Mitchell, 2004, pp. 5-6;  Wikipedia, Modular arithmetic, 2013.) 

 

There are number of famous asymmetric cryptosystems e.g. RSA, El Gamal and ECC. 

Diffie-Helman key exchange is a famous protocol for exchanging cryptographic keys. 

3.4.1 RSA 

This chapter describes a widely used asymmetric cryptosystem called RSA. RSA stands 

for its inventors Ronal Rivest, Adi Shamir and Leonard Adleman and it was publicly 

described in 1977. RSA involves three steps, key generation, encryption and decryption.  

(Wikipedia, RSA (algorithm), 2013.) Security of RSA is based on difficulty of factoring 

a product of two large prime numbers, typically between 100 and 200 hundred digits, 

even more (Schneier, 1996, p. 467). In RSA plaintext and ciphertext are treated as large 

numbers in which the encryption and decryption are calculated by using modular 

exponentiation (Goodrich & Tamassia, 2011, p. 76). There is publicly known number N 

that is the product of two prime numbers, which are secret. The prime numbers are 

important to keep secret because they can be used to calculate the secret key from the 

public key. The number N, that defines the message block size, must be large enough so 

that two primes cannot be calculated from it. (Piper & Murphy, 2002, p. 49.) 

The key pair is generated in the following way. Choose two prime numbers, p and q. In 

order to achieve a maximum security the chosen prime numbers should be the same 

length. Then compute n = pq and choose the encryption key e so that e and (p - 1)(q - 1) 

are relatively prime. Then compute the decryption key using the following formula. 

d = e
-1

 mod ((p - 1)(q - 1)) (2) 

The numbers e and n are the public key and d is the private key. The two primes are no 

longer needed so they should be deleted for the security reasons. (Schneier, 1996, p. 

467.) 

Encrypting the message, the message is first split into the equal size blocks. The block 

size must less than n, so if both the p and q are 100 digits in length the size of n must be 

less than 200 digits. The message is encrypted with following formula 

ci = mi
e 
mod n (3) 

in which i refers the equal size blocks. In decryption each encrypted block, c, is 

computed with the formula four.  

mi = ci
d 

mod n (4) 

The following example outlines the RSA key generation, encryption and decryption 

schemes: 
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The key generation:   

1. Let the primes be  p = 47 and q = 71 

n = pq = 47 * 71 = 3337 

2. The encryption key, e, must have no factors in common with 

   (p - 1)(q - 1) = 46 * 70 = 3220 

 

3. Choose e at random, in this example 79.  

   d = 79
-1 

mod 3220 = 1019 

The number 1019 was calculated using extended Euclidean algorithm.  

    

4. Publish e and n, keep d secret and discard p and q.  

Encryption and decryption:  

1. The following message m = 688561 we use the block size three in this 

example.  

2. Split the message m1 = 688 

m2 = 561 

3. Encrypt the message 688
79 

mod 3337 = 1570 = c1 

232
79 

mod 3337 = 2756 = c2 

c = 1570 2756 

4. Decrypt the message 1570
1019 

mod 3337 = 688 = m1 

2756
1019 

mod 3337 = 232 = m2 

 (Schneier, 1996, pp. 467-469.) 

3.4.2 ECC 

Elliptic curve cryptography was proposed independently by Neal Koblitz and Victor S. 

Miller in 1985. ECC provides the same level of security with smaller keys than e.g. 

RSA. This provides the advantage over other asymmetric cryptosystems in terms of 

power saving, memory consumption, faster computation and data transmission. These 

properties make it a very good choice to smart cards and embedded devices. ECC 

provides the same functionality than other asymmetric cryptosystems by utilizing 

properties of elliptic curves. ECC can be implemented to the following asymmetric 

cryptosystems; the Diffie-Hellman key exchange, ElGamal encryption, digital 

signatures, and the Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA). (Abraham, Kapoor, & Singh, 

2008, p.5; Mogollon, 2007, pp. 189-190.) ECC operations involve complex 

mathematical calculations that are not in the scope of this thesis. 

 

The following table shows the key comparison between RSA and ECC. 

 

Table 1. Key comparison between RSA and ECC (Abraham et al., 2008). 

 
RSA 

(in bits) 

ECC 

(in bits) 

512 106 

768 132 

1024 160 

2048 210 

21000 600 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neal_Koblitz
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victor_S._Miller
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victor_S._Miller
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3.4.3 Digital signature 

A digital signature is the act of verifying the originator of the sender and that the 

message is not changed in transit. A digital signature is the cryptographic value of the 

message from a certain sender that depends on both the message and the sender. The 

digital signature is safer than a hand-written signature. Given an example that the 

handwritten contract has been signed and then later the content of the contract can be 

changed. The signature does not indicate the change at all. In contrast the digital 

signature depends also on the content over which the digital signature has been 

performed, thus any change in the contract also affects the signature value. (Järvinen, 

2003, p. 185; Mogollon, 2007, p. 141.) 

According to Mogollan (2007, p. 141) the digital signature provides the following: 

 Authentication:  It should be possible to recipients to be ascertained origin of 

the message.  

 

 Non-repudiation: A sender cannot later deny having sent and signed a 

message. 

  

 Integrity:  A receiver should be able to verify that the message has not been 

modified during the transit.  

Asymmetric cryptography is used to construct digital signatures. Asymmetric 

cryptosystems allow to reverse the order in which the encryption and decryption are 

applied. To produce the signature a message and the private key are assigned to the 

decryption function and in verification the signature and the public key are assigned to 

the encryption function. (Goodrich & Tamassia, 2011, p. 25.) The following asymmetric 

algorithms are widely used in digital signature: RSA, Elgamal and ECDSA. There is 

also an algorithm only dedicated to the digital signature, Digital Signature Algorithm 

(DSA) proposed by NIST in august 1991 to use in their Digital Signature Standard 

(DSS)  (Wikipedia, Digital Signature Algorithm, 2013).  Figure 13 outlines the secure 

mechanism for authentications. 

 

Figure 13. Secure mechanism for authentication Mogollon, 2007, p. 142.). 
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In practice the digital signature is not calculated over the message because asymmetric 

algorithms require much of the computation power. In addition of that an eavesdropper 

could produce a new signature in RSA if the eavesdropper has two signatures and two 

messages. Instead the signature is calculated over hash value. This approach gives 

following advantages: the required computation time is predictable and messages are 

protect against regenerating the signatures. (Goodrich & Tamassia, 2011, pp. 88, 90.)  

 

Figure 14 outlines the digital signatures scheme. First the message is hashed and the 

hash is then signed with a private key. The plaintext is concatenated with the digital 

signature. A receiver decrypts the signature with the public key and as a result of that 

gets the hash value. The receiver also calculates the hash over the message and then 

compares the two hash values. (Mogollon, 2007, p. 142.) 
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Figure 14. Authentication with digital signature.  

3.5 Key exchange  

In order to use asymmetric and symmetric algorithms, both the sender and the receiver 

must have access to the keys. This requires a safe way to generate and distribute the 

keys. An example of how conventional crypto networks deliver the keys is the Key 

Distribution Center (KDC) that sends keys over a secure channel, such as a courier, to 

crypto units. Keys also could be loaded into equipment before shipping it. This 

approach has the disadvantage that the keys cannot be easily changed. (Mogollon, 2007, 

p. 110.) 

Another example of using KDC could be the following. Employees share a single key 

with KDC. The key can be generated in the first day an employee joins the company. 

When Alice wants to communicate with Bob Alice sends the communication request to 

KDC. KDC then generates a random session key, encrypt with Alice’s and Bob’s keys 

and send the keys for them. As soon as they have received the session keys they can 

communicate securely and delete the keys in the end of the session.  KDCs like 

Kerberos are commonly used but they still cannot solve the problem of delivering a key 

over the unsecure channel. (Katz & Lindell, 2007, pp. 304, 306.)  
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According to Mogollan (2007, p. 110) the following three ways can be used in sharing 

information of the secret keys. 

1. Pre-shared secret keys: Secret keys are preloaded into both cryptosystems for 

sender and receiver. It is required to define which of the keys was used each 

time. In practice each key is given a name, thus the associated key name needs 

to be sent to the recipient. 

2. Transport and wrapping keys: A secret key can be encrypted with the public 

key transport algorithm or by using symmetric key wrapping algorithms. Public 

key transport algorithms, such as RSAES-OAEP (Network Working Group, 

2013), are dedicated for key encryption and decryption. Symmetric key-wrap 

algorithms, such as AESKW, TDKW, AKW1, and AKW2, are for wrapping, 

encrypting and decrypting symmetric keys (Accredited Standards Committee 

X9, 2004). Both parties need to share a key-encryption key. 

3. Key agreement: Use a public key algorithm such as Diffie-Helman to generate 

a secret key.  

 

The use of asymmetric and symmetric algorithms has often been combined, e.g. to use a 

two level security concept. A slower asymmetric algorithm can be used to encrypt 

symmetric keys or generate symmetric session keys. The reasons for the two level 

cryptosystem are that the symmetric cryptosystem is faster, therefore it makes sense to 

use it in the session key. Another reason is the security. If the session key gets 

compromised it only affects to that particular session. The session keys do not have to 

be stored at all and they can be generated on fly when needed and discarded in the end 

of the session. (Delfs & Knebl, 2007, pp. 81-82; Mogollon, 2007, pp. 110-111.) 

3.5.1 Diffie-Helman key exchange 

Diffie-Hellman key exchange, invented in 1976, allows two parties with no prior 

knowledge of each other to jointly establish a shared secret key over an insecure 

channel (Wikipedia, Diffie–Hellman key exchange, 2013). The key exchange protocol 

is asymmetric and it is based on the modular exponentiation. The security comes from 

the discrete logarithm problem (Goodrich & Tamassia, 2011, p. 81).  

The process works by generating a public key and a private key. Alice sends the public 

key to Bob and wise versa. Both Alice and Bob use their own private key and 

counterparty public key with Diffie-Helman algorithm to create a symmetric key.  

(Internet-Computer-Security.com, 2011.) 

The following example in Wikipedia Diffie–Hellman key exchange (2013) illustrates 

the key exchange in more detail: 

 

1. Alice and Bob agree to use a prime number p=23 and base g=5. 

 

2. Alice chooses a secret integer a=6, then sends Bob A = g
a
 mod p  

 A = 5
6
 mod 23 

 A = 15,625 mod 23 

 A = 8 

 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alice_and_Bob
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3. Bob chooses a secret integer b=15, then sends Alice B = g
b
 mod p  

 B = 5
15

 mod 23 

 B = 30,517,578,125 mod 23 

 B = 19 

 

4. Alice computes s = B 
a
 mod p  

 s = 19
6
 mod 23 

 s = 47,045,881 mod 23 

 s = 2 

 

5. Bob computes s = A 
b
 mod p  

 s = 8
15

 mod 23 

 s = 35,184,372,088,832 mod 23 

 s = 2 

 

Diffie-Helman is vulnerable to the man-in-the-middle-attack. In the man-in-the-middle- 

attack an eavesdropper interprets messages, replaces original public keys with his own 

public keys. Now the eavesdropper can decode the messages and encrypt them again 

with his own private key. (Goodrich & Tamassia, 2011, p. 82.) 

In order to avoid the man-in-the-middle attack the messages sent between Alice and Bob 

could be signed. This requires that both of them have certificates of each other’s public 

keys. The certificates must be signed by a trusted authority, outside of this protocol.  

(Schneier, Applied Cryptography, 1996, p. 516.) 
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4. Security and cryptography in embedded 
devices 

This chapter discusses the challenges of security and cryptographic algorithms from the 

perspective of embedded devices. In order to deepen reader’s understanding of 

cryptographic algorithms in embedded devices and their usage the security is discussed 

as well.   

4.1 Security 

An increasing number of embedded devices must deal with different levels of security 

ranging from low-end devices such as wireless handsets and smart cards to high-end 

devices such as network routers and gateways. Attack techniques have been evolving at 

the same time for embedded systems challenging their security.  As the Internet has 

evolved the security of information and communication has grown in importance.  

There are many standards such as SSL, WEP and IPSec used today to secure data 

services and applications. (Ravi, Raghunathan, Kocher, & Hattangady, 2004 p. 462.) 

Applications have grown more and more common executing seamlessly on both 

embedded devices and PCs. Additionally, data transmitted over the insecure channel has 

increased. These combined lead to higher security requirements for the embedded 

devices. (Tata Elxsi Ltd. India, 2008, p. 1.) 

There are multiple parties involved in system design, in manufacturing and in the 

market place with each party having different security requirements (Ravi et al, 2004, p. 

463). Figure 15 outlines typical security requirements identified in embedded devices. 

The security needs can also be classified into two categories, the security needs during 

data transfer and the security within the device itself (Tata Elxsi Ltd. India, 2008, p. 1.).  

 

Figure 15. Common security requirements of embedded systems (Ravi et al., 2004, p. 464). 

 

Security solutions as seen in the Figure 15 use cryptographic primitives or a 

combination of them (Ravi et al, 2004, p. 466).  
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Figure 16 illustrates the security requirements of mobile phones. From end user’s point 

of view the main security concern is the personal data stored in the mobile phone. From 

the content provider’s point of view the main concern is copy protection of multimedia 

delivered and stored in the mobile phone. From a mobile phone manufacturer point of 

view the concern is about the secrecy of proprietary firmware and other secret values 

which reside in the mobile phone. In each case malicious entity might vary, e.g. an end 

user might be a malicious entity from the content provider point of view. (Ravi et al, 

2004, p. 464.) Hackers are malicious entities from the manufacturer and operator point 

of view. One example is the case of unlocking a SIM-locked phone, which ruins 

operator business. There are open forums where hacking is widely discussed.  (Cell 

phone hacks, 2013.) 

 

 

 

Figure 16. Security requirements for a cell phone (Ravi et al, 2004, p. 464). 

4.2 Characteristics of embedded devices 

Implementing security systems and cryptographic functions has several requirements 

and challenges. Performance is one of the crucial requirements needed to run e.g. during 

the data transmission. (Wollinger, Guajard, & Paar, 2003, p. 2.) Embedded devices are 

also characterized by having limited resources, they are battery powered and they 

communicate over wireless channels. Often embedded systems have been considered as 

small computers and because of that the desktop security solutions have been ported 

into them. There are different characteristics of how embedded systems differentiate 

from the desktop computer, thus porting a desktop solutions is not a good option. 

(Hwang, Shaumont, Tiri, & Verbauwhede, 2006, p. 40.)  

Embedded devices have resource constrains, which affect the security design and 

cryptographic algorithms, such as memory, computational power, power consumptions 

and battery life. For example a smart card with the 4-MHz CPU with the 8 000 bytes 

flash and 512 bytes of RAM sets limitation to the cryptographic algorithms used in the 

device. Using asymmetric algorithms such RSA or ECC might require too much 

computational power for the embedded systems to execute them in reasonable time. 

Privacy is the issue related to physical accessibility and portability especially with 

networked devices.  Using location services and devices with camera causes privacy 

risks, which has sparked a debate between privacy and security. Privacy is an issue 

when storing personal data to embedded devices. (Hwang et al., 2006, pp. 40-41.) 
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Due to nature of the embedded systems the security problems cannot be solved in one 

single level, but instead it is a system problem that must be solved in all the abstraction 

levels. Hwang et al. (2006, p. 41) have divided abstraction levels into five categories 

called the embedded security pyramid.  

 

 

Figure 17. Embedded security pyramid (Hwang et al., 2006, p. 41). 

 

 Protocol level includes the protocol designs which are executed in the embedded 

devices in order to achieve security goals such as confidentiality, identification, data 

integrity, data origin authentication, and nonrepudiation. 

 Algorithm level includes the design of cryptography primitives used at the protocol 

level.  

 Architecture level includes secure hardware and software partitioning and software 

techniques to prevent software hacks.  

 Microarchitecture level includes the hardware module designs.  

 Circuit level includes transistor level and package level techniques to protect against 

physical attacks.  

According to Wollinger et al. (2003, p. 5) research of finding efficient cryptographic 

algorithms is very active despite the fact that the majority of the research is focusing to 

the algorithms independent of hardware platforms.  
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5. Performance measurement 

This chapter describes the performance test execution environment, used devices and 

programs. The results are discussed in terms of execution time between different 

cryptographic algorithms.  

5.1 Measurement environment 

Execution measurements have been carried out with an Asha device that has 416 MHz 

ARM11 microprocessor. Device has hardware accelerators for SHA, HMAC, AES and 

RSA cryptographic operations. Performance tests have been executed for the crypto 

algorithms for which HW-accelerators are available.  

The performance test environment contains a mobile device, FIDO-trace box as seen in 

Figure 18 (Liewenthal, 2013), PC and access to a build server. The PC has software for 

flashing and tracing and access to a pool in which the actual image of the mobile device 

is compiled. 

Build Server

                          FIDO Trace Box

traces from 

   phone to PC

Flash the image over

the USB connecton

Build and compile a flashable 

image

test messages

from PC to phone

 

Figure 18. Test environment. 

Testing was executed in the author’s employer’s office. The testing setup consisted both 

of publicly available and company proprietary equipment and software. PC-tool, flash 
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software and build servers are company proprietary and FIDO-trace box is publicly 

available. The PC-tool is the PC application used in interpreting trace data received 

from the FIDO-trace box and for message sending. Figure 19 shows a snapshot of the 

PC-tool log and a hex message sender. 

 

 

Figure 19. The PC-tool trace log and the hex-message sender. 

“FIDO is a debug and trace data acquisition system that supports Mobile Industry 

Processor Interface (MIPI©) System Trace Protocol” (Liewenthal, 2013). FIDO is a 

distributed system consisting FIDO-trace boxes and the software for controlling FIDO-

trace boxes and pre-process trace data. FIDO-trace boxes receive and buffer data from a 

device being debugged, pre-process the received data and transfer data to PC for an 

external application for further analysis. The external application can run on the same 

PC as FIDO or on the remote computer. Another option is to download the trace data 

from FIDO using a web browser. (Liewenthal, 2013.) 

The actual tests execution is based on message communication in which each test case 

has been implemented and sent from PC to the mobile device through FIDO-trace box. 

The message that contains the parameters needed in testing is received by the 

component that executes the performance tests. The execution time is checked from the 

log printed on the PC-tool. The log can be saved to a file for later use.  

The following context diagram shows the main components of the performance testing 

environment. There is an ISA server that is capable of asynchronous communication 
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and synchronous communication. The ISA server receives an asynchronous message 

dispatches it synchronously to the testing component and when the test is ready then it 

builds the response message and sending it finally to the PC. 

 

PC

ISA Server

HW Accelerated OpenSSL Proprietary 

 

 Figure 20. Context diagram. 

Messages are based on the ISA platform called Intelligent Software Architecture (ISA) 

and the operation system is Nokia OS (NOS). The ISA architecture and NOS are used in 

many feature phones, however have no public documentations available because they 

are company proprietary. (Wikipedia, Nokia OS, 2013).  

Figure 21 outlines the basic concept of ISA communication. NOS is a task based 

operating system that contains a set of tasks executed in the predefined priority order. 

Each task contains one communication manager (CM) and from one to many 

components, e.g. servers. A communication to external devices requires media modules 

that convert messages to e.g. USB protocol when communicating over different 

communication channels.  When a message is sent e.g. from PC to the server, the 

message is sent over the physical link, e.g. USB or over the network, through the media 

module to the task queue that is based on the FIFO principle. The tasks are scheduled by 

the operating system and the CM schedules entities within the task.  
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Device
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Figure 21. Task based principles. 

Figure 22 outlines the steps involved for each test case execution.  

ISA Server
Cryptolib Performance

Test
OpenSSL

SEC_RD_TEST_REQ

cryptolib_performance_test()

Proprietary Crypto Lib

Check test ID

Convert units

aes_hw()

HW Accelerated

test starts

test ends

SEC_RD_TEST_RESP

build and send response

PC

 

Figure 22. Test execution sequence.  

Each message contains compulsory fields and fields that can be freely modified. The 

test message used in this testing contains four 32 bits variable that can be freely 

modified depending on the needs of each test case.  
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The message is sent with PC-tool using hex-message sender. Each ISI-message contains 

mandatory fields such as message ID and transaction ID fields. The data alignment must 

be taken care with the 16-bit and 32-bit memory access. The 16-bit fields must be 

aligned to be accessible by the address in multiple of 2 and 32-bit fields must be aligned 

to be accessible by the address in multiple of 4. We do not want that compiler does the 

automatic padding but instead we want to make sure that when communicating between 

a phone and external devices that data is always correctly accessible, thus we do the 

padding explicitly without utilizing compiler optimizations.   

The test message contains the following parameters.  

 Parameter 1:  Test ID. 

0x00010000 SHA1 

0x00020000 SHA256        

0x00030000 HMAC 

0x00040000 AES CBC 

0x00080000 RSA ENCRYPT  

0x00100000 RSA DECRYPT 

 

 Parameter 2:  Target where the execution is performed.  

0x10000000 Execute HW accelerator 

0x20000000 Execute in vendor SW. N/A because not part of 

the tests.  

0x40000000 Execute in OpenSSL 

0x80000000 Execute in company proprietary library 

 

 Parameter 3:  The data unit and the size to be encrypted or the key size. For  

                  HASH, HMAC and AES the following constant values are valid. 

0x10000000 Byte, N/A because not used in tests. 

0x20000000 Kilobyte 

0x40000000 Megabyte 

 

        The parameter 3 was used in RSA to identify the key size. 

0x0000000A One kilo key 

0x0000000B Two kilo key 

 

 Parameter 4:  This field was used to indicate the type of the HASH or HMAC 

operation whether to execute in a onetime operation or in the   

stream mode. There is a restriction of 128 KB when operating with 

HW accelerators. When the encrypted data size is greater than 128 

KB the data must be divided into blocks and execute in the stream 

mode.  
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/* 00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,04,00,01,11,10,00,00,20,00,00,01,00,00,00,00,00,00 */

* 00,10,08,00,01,1f,f1,

* 00,00,

* 00,04,00,01,      Test id:            00 04 XX X1 -> AES CBC

* 10,00,00,00,      Type bit mask:      10 00 00 00 -> 1 HW

* 20,00,00,01,      Unit and size       20 -> KB, 00 00 01 -> size

* 00,00,00,00,      N/A                 01 00 00 00 -> N/A

* 00,00

  12 (32) Param 1.....................: 0x00040001 => 4 AES CBC, 1 cryptolib test(checked in 

security server)

  16 (32) Param 2.....................: 0x10000000 => 1 HW, 

  20 (32) Param 3.....................: 0x20000001 => 2 KB, 1 size

  24 (32) Param 4.....................: 0x00000000 => N/A

 

Figure 23. Message structure. 

Figure 24 outlines the results of one test case in which the AES CBC test with one KB 

block has been tested. The execution time has been taken from the log files in the 

accuracy of millisecond expect the 1 KB case, which required microsecond accuracy. 

There is the response included into communication. Initially it was thought that the 

response could be utilized in testing, but soon it was obvious that the traces are enough 

thus the response handling is ignored.  

11:49:55.378524030 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...test_id: 0x40000, 

type_bit_mask: 0x10000000:  param_3: 0x20000001, param_4: 0x0, data_length: 0

11:49:55.378564660 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...aes_cbc_hw

11:49:55.378602630 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: aes_cbc_hw ->

11:49:55.378644510 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: unit: 0x20000000

11:49:55.378683030 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size: 1

11:49:55.378721580 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: convert_to ->

11:49:55.378768050 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit KB: size in KB: 1

11:49:55.378816620 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit KB: size in bytes: 1024

11:49:55.378867710 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size_in_bytes <-, size_in_bytes: 

1024

11:49:55.378917030 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...sizeof(big_buffer): 20971520

11:49:55.380953550 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...** TEST Starts, AES CBC, HW **

11:49:55.382124240 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Time_start: 164659, Time_end: 

164660

11:49:55.382174190 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Results: 1:

11:49:55.382174190 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...== TEST Ends, AES CBC, HW ==

 

Figure 24. Log file of the test results. 

The time has been taken just before calling a function needed to an actual crypto 

operation and the end time right after returning from the last crypto operation. The 

number of functions calls required for each crypto operation depends on the crypto API 

used for testing.  

The test program has been implemented with C-language. Figure 25 gives a snapshot of 

the test code needed in the AES CBS using OpenSSL. 
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    cryptolib_output("...** TEST Starts, AES CBC, OpenSSL **");

    Time_start = os_current_time_read_in_ms();

    ret = EVP_EncryptInit_ex(&ctx, EVP_aes_128_cbc(), NULL, aes_key, Aes_iv);

    assert(ret == 1);

    ret = EVP_EncryptUpdate(&ctx,

                            Big_buffer,   /* Crypt in place*/

                            &cipher_len,

                            Big_buffer,   /* Plain text */

                            size_in_bytes);

    assert( ret == 1 );

    /* Big_buffer[cipher_len] is the position to write remaining data */

    ret = EVP_EncryptFinal_ex(&ctx, &Big_buffer[cipher_len], &final_len);

    assert(ret == 1);

    Time_end = os_current_time_read_in_ms();

    cryptolib_output("..Time_start: %d, Time_end: %d", Time_start, Time_end);

    cryptolib_output("..Results: %d: ", (Time_end - Time_start));

    Cryptolib_output("...== TEST Ends, AES CBC, OpenSSL ==");

 

Figure 25. AES CBC test source code example 

All the symmetric crypto operations have been carried out with the block size of 1KB, 

128KB, 1 MB, 10MB and 20MB. The smallest block size used in the testing is 1KB 

because of execution time. Executing block size less than 1KB gives such a small time 

difference that the results do not have significant impact. The biggest block size of 

20MB is much bigger than normally are encrypted in mobile devices but was good to 

test in order to get some variation between different block sizes.  

Asymmetric RSA crypto tests have been executed with key sizes 1Kbit and 2Kbit and 

with the size of public exponent of 3 and 65537. The public exponent 3 is commonly 

used in Asha series and it was important to find out what is the result in terms of 

execution time with the public exponent of 65537.  

The device was reset before the test execution to guarantee a similar initial state for 

each test case. Each test case was executed from 10 to 20 times. In some of the tests the 

results were suspicious and in those cases the tests were re-executed. In the end of the 

test executions the tests were cross-checked arbitrary by re-executing some of the tests. 

The reason for re-executing some tests was due to the fact that sometimes R&D 

software is not stable thus might cause an arbitrary behaviour.    

The results of how much input in MB/s can be executed with each algorithm have been 

calculated from the 1MB row. Average speed of symmetric crypto operations in MB/s, 

has been calculated as the average value of the 1 MB row entry.  

5.2 Hash algorithms 

Hashing can be executed in two ways, in a single operation or in three stages. Three 

stage operation is needed e.g. in case of streaming or if there are restrictions in the 

single operation as there are in these performance tests. The vendor HW-accelerated 

hash functions have the input limitation of 128KB for the single operations. There are 

no differences in terms of the execution time between the single and three phase hashing 

because the single operation is divided into the three phase operations in lower layers. 

The single operation function is just a wrapper layer to make the usage of hashing easier 

for the end user.  
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Table 1. SHA1 results. 

SHA1 

Size                      target HW accelerated OpenSSL Proprietary 

1 KB 595μs - 931μs 615μs - 661μs 670μs - 1123μs 

128 KB 44ms - 48ms 48ms -50ms 49ms - 50ms 

1 MB 352ms - 364ms 238ms - 250ms 265ms - 268ms 

10 MB 3555ms-3561ms 2352ms - 2354ms 2523ms - 2525ms 

20MB 7139ms - 7142ms 4705ms - 4708ms 5046ms - 5050ms 

MB/s 

  ~2,8 ~4,3 ~3,8 

 

Table 2. SHA256 results. 

SHA256 

Size                      target HW accelerated OpenSSL Proprietary 

1 KB 552μs - 655μs 608μs - 695μs 616μs - 619μs 

128 KB 44ms - 45ms 48ms -50ms 62ms - 65ms 

1 MB 356ms - 360ms 236ms - 252ms 364ms - 381ms 

10 MB 3573ms-3579ms 2323ms - 2354ms 3643ms - 3648ms 

20MB 7142ms - 7149ms 4701ms - 4705ms 7286ms - 7293ms 

MB/s 

  ~2,8 ~4,1 ~2,7 

 

 It is commonly thought that HW-accelerated crypto operations are fastest but as seen in 

the results this is not true in hashing. There are no big differences in smaller plain text 

size, less than 1 MB. With the plaintext size of 1MB the OpenSSL is the fastest in both 

SHA1 and SHA256. The results are different than initially expected. The execution time 

with bigger block size than 1MB has significant difference between the OpenSSL and 

the others. Compared to HW-accelerated hash the difference is 1,3MB/s. The results 

were surprising because the expectations were roughly between 30 and 50 MB/s as have 

been in some of the old ASICs. In addition, according a vendor specification we should 

get HW encryption speed of up to 50 MB/s in hashing. This should be further 

investigated, but is out of the scope of this thesis.  

5.3 Message authentication 

HMAC operations have been carried out with the key size of 32 bytes. The same 

execution principles apply in terms of execution as described in the hash chapter 5.2. 
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Table 3. HMAC SHA1 results. 

HMAC SHA1 

Size                      target HW accelerated OpenSSL Proprietary 

1 KB 560μs - 570μs 758μs - 761μs 723μs - 725μs 

128 KB 44ms - 46ms 48ms -51ms 48ms - 50ms 

1 MB 355ms - 364ms 252ms - 270ms 251ms - 268ms 

10 MB 3574ms - 3590ms 2463ms - 2516ms 2456ms - 2511ms 

20MB 7136ms - 7165ms 5492ms - 5031ms 4921ms - 5020ms 

MB/s 

  ~2,8 ~3,8 ~3,8 

Table 4. HMAC SHA256 results. 

HMAC SHA256 

Size                      target HW accelerated OpenSSL Proprietary 

1 KB 561μs - 559μs 946μs - 1032μs 996μs - 1001μs 

128 KB 43ms - 46ms 58ms -60ms 62ms - 65ms 

1 MB 357ms - 362ms 329ms - 347ms 365ms - 385ms 

10 MB 3580ms - 3595ms 3290ms - 3298ms 3578ms - 3655ms 

20MB 7163ms - 7178ms 6569ms - 6589ms 7237ms - 7302ms 

MB/s 

  ~2,8 ~3,8 ~3,0 

The results show that OpenSSL is also here the fastest one, which is the opposite result 

as initially expected.  The expectation was that HW-accelerated cryptographic hmac 

operations are the most powerful. There is no hard evidence why HW-accelerated are 

slower, but one can speculate that one of the reasons is the SW on top of the 

accelerators provided by a vendor. Another reason might be the accelerator itself, e.g. 

the accelerators itself has something wrong.  Furthermore the type and the size of the 

memory including the data bus might affect to the final execution results. However, it’s 

out of scope of this thesis to examine and analyse where the execution time has been 

spent.  

The test results prove that using OpenSSL is beneficial also in terms of execution time 

as seen that the encryption speed is 1MB/s faster than HW-accelerated.  

5.4 Symmetric algorithm 

AES with the CBC was chosen to test the symmetric algorithm. The results are quite 

different than expected. AES CBC crypto operations are fastest to execute with the 

company proprietary library. Because of the surprising results the tests were re-

executed. 
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Table 5. AES CBC results. 

AES CBC with the 128 bits key 

Size                      target HW accelerated OpenSSL Proprietary 

1 KB 932μs - 1171μs 1014μs - 1401μs 558μs - 559μs 

128 KB 36ms - 39ms 67ms -70ms 44ms - 45ms 

1 MB 295ms - 301ms 410ms - 427ms 229ms - 246ms 

10 MB 2971ms - 2983ms 4057ms - 4110ms 2234ms - 2286ms 

20MB 5934ms - 5956ms 8171ms - 8218ms 4528ms - 4570ms 

MB/s 

  ~3,3 ~2,4 ~4,2 

5.5 Asymmetric algorithms 

RSA has been tested with 1Kbit and 2 Kbit keys and with the most common exponents, 

exponent 3 and 65537. Public exponent three is widely used in Asha families. 

According to RSA Wikipedia there are no known attacks against the small public 

exponent such as three (Wikipedia, RSA (algorithm), 2013).  RSA keys have been 

generated with OpenSSL. An additional modification was needed in OpenSSL 

encryption because the OpenSSL needs a key as a Distinguished Encoding Rules (DER) 

format encoded with Abstract Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) tags.  

Table 6. RSA results with the public exponent 3. 

RSA with the public exponent 3 

Size                      target HW accelerated OpenSSL Proprietary 

1 Kbit encryption 5ms – 6ms 5ms – 6ms 5ms – 6ms 

1 Kbit decryption 60ms - 61ms 121ms -143ms 344ms - 359ms 

2 Kbit encryption 34ms - 38ms 17ms - 18ms 17ms - 18ms 

2 Kbit decryption 451ms - 458ms 766ms - 786ms 2525ms - 2581ms 

B/s, KB/s 

1 Kbit encryption  ~25600 / 25  ~25600 / 25 ~25600 / 25 

1 Kbit decryption ~2133 / 2,8 ~985 / 0,96 ~366 / 0,36 

2 Kbit encryption ~7111 / 6,9 ~7529 / 7,4 ~7529 / 7,4 

2 Kbit decryption ~1237 / 1,2 ~330 / 0,32 ~0,39 / N/A 

The results of the table 6 show that the RSA operations are not consistent in all the 

tested areas. HW accelerated encryption with 2Kbit key with the public exponent 3 is 

two times slower than both SW algorithms. HW-accelerated encryption on the other 

hand is powerful compared to SW-algorithms. HW-accelerated decryption is as much as 

over four times faster than the slowest, the proprietary SW-algorithm. The difference is 

even bigger with 2Kbit key, where HW-accelerated decryption is over five times faster 

than the proprietary SW.  

The tests with the public exponent 65537 have been carried for encryption only because 

the size of the public exponent does not affect to the private key size at all, meaning that 

the size of the private key is the same regardless of the size of the public key exponent.   
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Table 7. RSA encryption with the public exponent 65537. 

RSA with the public exponent 65337 

Size                      target HW accelerated OpenSSL Proprietary 

1 Kbit encryption 6ms – 7ms 14ms – 15ms 14ms – 15ms 

2 Kbit encryption 15ms - 16ms 41ms - 43ms 41ms - 43ms 

B/s, KB/s 

1 Kbit encryption  ~21333 / 21,0  ~9142 / 8,9 ~9142 / 8,9 

2 Kbit encryption ~17067 / 16,7 ~6095 / 6,6 ~6095 / 6,6 

 

The HW accelerators are the fastest but there are no differences between SW algorithms 

as shown in the table above in encryption with the 65537 public exponent. Comparing 

the encryption speed between the public exponent 3 and 65537 the results indicates that 

the size of the public exponent does not have as much impact on HW-accelerated 

encryption than with SW-encryption.  

The following table compares the encryption results between the exponent 3 and 65537. 

Table 8. RSA encryption comparison with the public exponent 3 and 65537. 

RSA with the public exponent 3 and 65337 

Size                      target HW accelerated OpenSSL Proprietary 

1 Kbit encryption 

Exp: 3 
5ms – 6ms 5ms – 6ms 5ms – 6ms 

1 Kbit encryption 

Exp: 65337 
6ms – 7ms 14ms – 15ms 14ms – 15ms 

2 Kbit encryption  

Exp: 3 
34ms - 38ms 17ms - 18ms 17ms - 18ms 

2 Kbit encryption  

Exp: 65337 
15ms - 16ms 41ms - 43ms 41ms - 43ms 

B/s, KB/s 

1 Kbit encryption 

Exp: 3 
 ~25600 / 25  ~25600 / 25 ~25600 / 25 

1 Kbit encryption 

Exp: 65537 
 ~21333 / 21,0  ~9142 / 8,9 ~9142 / 8,9 

2 Kbit encryption  

Exp: 3 
~7111 / 6,9 ~7529 / 7,4 ~7529 / 7,4 

2 Kbit encryption  

Exp: 65537 
~17067 / 16,7 ~6095 / 6,6 ~6095 / 6,6 

 

As the results show above there are no significant differences in different exponents for 

HW accelerated encryptions with 1 Kbit key. The encryption with 2 Kbit key is 

opposite where HW accelerated encryption in which the encryption with an exponent of 

3 is significantly slower than with an exponent 65537.  SW encryption with an exponent 

of 3 is always faster.  

Appendix A provides the header of the execution test code. Appendix B provides a 

snapshot of the source code because the amount of the source code contains over 3000 

lines. Additionally due to huge amount of test messages and trace logs, the appendices 

C and D are also snapshots.  
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6. Conclusion 

This thesis intended to serve two purposes: to deepen the author’s knowledge in the 

cryptographic area and the performance measurement of the chosen cryptographic 

algorithms. The author’s knowledge has been deepened by the literature review of this 

thesis and the daily work in the security team using various sets of cryptographic 

algorithms. Data that have been analysed in the performance test have been collected 

from the trace log files. The phone model selected for the testing was the model from a 

new product family that has sufficient HW accelerators available for the testing.  

Carrying out performance tests required a mobile phone, a FIDO trace box, build 

servers and a set of applications. The author already has all of this in place in the office. 

The performance tests had to be designed and implemented because there were no 

existing tests and test code, which could have been utilized. A new message pair was 

designed and used for communication between the PC and mobile device  

In order to get reliable test results the phone was reset for each test case. During the 

testing there were arbitrary crashes occasionally, especially when using bigger data 

sizes. The tests were executed multiple times in order to obtain reliable data. Some 

surprising results arose in some of the performance testing, e.g. AES CBC crypto 

operations in which the company proprietary implementation was fastest. Each of the 

surprising results was carefully retested in order to determine if the result was reliable or 

abnormal due to e.g. heavy CPU load and so on. In the end a round of selected cases 

were re-executed to ensure the reliability of the test results. 

The test results can be cross-checked with two different time stamps. One time stamp is 

from the FIDO with the accuracy of nanosecond and the other timestamp is from the 

phone with accuracy of millisecond.  

The main steps of the performance tests were covered above and how the data used in 

the performance testing has been gathered and analysed.  

We should note that the results of performance tests do not apply as such to all 

platforms. The results apply as such to ASICs with the CPU 416 MHz ARM11 used in 

Asha and if accurate measurements are needed in other HW platforms the test should be 

executed again.  

Referring to the original research questions we can conclude the following findings.  

RQ 1:  What are the limitations mobile devices set when choosing cryptographic 

algorithms?  

Literature review shows that there are several issues to consider when 

designing security and the usage of cryptographic algorithms. Memory, CPU 

speed and battery powered devices set certain restrictions in comparison to 

desktop computers. Keeping secret data safe is vital issue as well because for 

example leaking the data that is needed in key derivation could cause severe 

damage to business.  
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RQ 2:  Has the transition from the use of the company proprietary cryptographic 

algorithms into use of OpenSSL been beneficial in terms of the execution 

time? 

OpenSSL is more powerful than the company proprietary crypto library in all 

the tested areas except AES. Inspecting the reasons why OpenSSL is not 

fastest in all areas is out of the scope. Despite the fact that OpenSSL AES is 

slower than the company proprietary the conclusion is that using OpenSSL is 

beneficial in terms of execution. There are also other reasons to evaluate the 

benefits of OpenSSL, e.g. no new algorithm implementation and maintenance 

work.  

RQ 3: Is it always beneficial to use HW accelerators when available?  The answer 

was found based on the results of the execution measurement. 

Using HW accelerators does not always mean faster execution time as        

seen in the test results. The tests have been executed from the software layer 

we normally use the crypto functions. This means that there are quite many 

layers between the test component and the HW accelerator, so we do not 

know how much of the time is spent in the SW and how much in a crypto 

operation in the accelerator.  

In RSA operations the results clearly proofs that it’s beneficial to use HW 

accelerator but in the other operations there are no significant differences 

except the AES where the company proprietary library was found to be  

favourable. 

Based on the findings we can conclude that there should have been more than one 

phone model with different hardware and software configurations under test in order to 

get more comprehensive results. Testing with different HWs would require significantly 

greater time due to the complex porting and configuration effort embedded software 

requires in early phases of the chipset life time. In the future we should also deepen our 

understanding of the impact caused by different memory types and their effect on the 

execution times of HW accelerators. The type of the memory certainly affects, however 

we do not know its impact, yet it might be possible that HW accelerators are not 

executed with full power because the data cannot be read or written at speeds the HW 

accelerators could operate. One area to research would be to check how much time is 

spent in the software execution on top of the HW accelerators and analyse if the code 

could be optimized. We can conclude that it was beneficial to find these results because 

without these findings we could derive wrong conclusions in terms of HW accelerated 

encryption speed. In addition to the results with HW accelerated operations, we can 

conclude that transferring from the company proprietary crypto library to OpenSSL has 

been beneficial in terms of execution time.  
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Appendix A. Header of the test code 

/* 

/* 

University of Oulu 

Department of Information Science 

Vesa Keranen 

 

 

 

 

            Crypographic algorithm performance tests 

            --------------------------------- 

                  SW include - ANSI C 

 

 

Date:               11.Sep.2013 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

*/ 

 

#ifndef CRYPTOLIB_PERFORMANCE_TEST_H 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERFORMANCE_TEST_H 

 

 

#include "global.h"       /* Global constants        */ 

#include "type_def.h"     /* Global type definitions */ 

 

#include "os.h" 

 

/* Return codes used in the response */ 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERFOMANCE_OK    1 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERFOMANCE_FAIL  0 

 

/**  

 * param 1 

 * 

 */ 

 

/* Test ID's,  (param_1), common for all the test cases */ 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERF_TEST_SHA_1         0x00010000 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERF_TEST_SHA_256       0x00020000 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERF_TEST_HMAC          0x00030000 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERF_TEST_AES_CBC       0x00040000 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERF_TEST_RSA_ENCRYPT   0x00080000 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERF_TEST_RSA_DECRYPT   0x00100000 

 

/**  

 * param 2 

 * 

 */ 

 

/* type_bit_mask (param_2), common for all.  

   Defines the target where the cryptographic 

   operation is executed. 

   0xX0000000 -> SW or HW operation  

                   0x10000000 -> HW 

                   0x20000000 -> SW IMC 

                   0x40000000 -> SW OpenSSL 
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                   0x80000000 -> Cryptolib 

 

 */ 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERF_HW_BIT              0x10000000 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERF_SW_IMC_BIT          0x20000000 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERF_SW_OPENSSL_BIT      0x40000000 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERF_SW_CRYPTOLIB_BIT    0x80000000 

 

/* Masks 

 * Masks for the type_bit_mask, param_2 */ 

#define EXECUTION_TARGET_MASK              0xF0000000 

#define SHA_TYPE_MASK                      0x0F000000 

#define HMAC_ID_MASK                       0x00000000 

 

/* HMAC ID'S */ 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERF_HMAC_SHA1           0x00100000 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERF_HMAC_SHA256         0x00200000 

 

/**  

 * param 3 

 * 

 */ 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERF_1_KILO_KEY           0x0000000A 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERF_2_KILO_KEY           0x0000000B 

 

/* (param_3) 

   sha-type 

                   0x00000001 -> sha one time operation 

                   0x00000002 -> sha stream operation 

*/ 

/* Type of execution */ 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERF_SHA_ONCE_BIT        0x01000000 

#define CRYPTOLIB_PERF_SHA_STREAM_BIT      0x02000000 

 

/**  

 * param 4 

 * 

 */ 

#define UNIT_BYTE_BIT          0x10000000 

#define UNIT_KILOBYTE_BIT      0x20000000 

#define UNIT_MEGABYTE_BIT      0x40000000 

 

#define UNIT_MASK              0xF0000000 

#define SIZE_MASK              0x0FFFFFFF 

 

/* Macros */ 

#define KILOBYTE_TO_BYTE(p)    (p * KILOBYTE) 

#define MEGEBYTE_TO_BYTE(p)    KILOBYTE_TO_BYTE(KILOBYTE_TO_BYTE(p)) 

 

uint32 cryptolib_performance_test_dispatch(uint32 test_id,/* param_1 &   

                                                          0xFFFF0000*/ 

                                           uint32 type_bit_mask, /*   

                                                            param_2 */ 

                                           uint32 param_3, 

                                           uint32 param_4, 

                                           uint16 data_length, 

                                           uint8* data_ptr); 

 

#endif /* CRYPTOLIB_PERFORMANCE_TEST_H */ 

 

/* End of file */ 
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Appendix B. Test source code example 

There is not all the test code attached because large number of code lines, over 3000 

lines. In order to deepen readers understanding there is a snapshot of the source code.  

/*==================================================================*/ 

/* Functional Description 

 * 

 *   This function is the dispatcher for the cryptographic algorithm 

 *   tests. 

 * 

 * Parameters 

 *    test_id      :  Test to be executed 

 *    type_bit_mask:  Type of the algorithm, more details in the 

 *                    header 

 *    param_4      :  Fourth parameter in the test-message. Usage  

 *                    depends of each test case. 

 *    data_length  :  Lenght of the data 

 *    data_ptr     :  Pointer to the data 

 * 

 * Return Values: 

 *    CRYPTOLIB_PERFOMANCE_OK or CRYPTOLIB_PERFOMANCE_FAIL 

 */ 

/*------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

uint32 cryptolib_performance_test_dispatch(uint32 test_id,/* param_1 &  

                                                         0xFFFF0000 */ 

                                           uint32 type_bit_mask,  /*  

                                                         param_2 */ 

                                           uint32 param_3, 

                                           uint32 param_4, 

                                           uint16 data_length, 

                                           uint8* data_ptr) 

    { 

    uint32 ret_status = CRYPTOLIB_PERFOMANCE_FAIL; 

 

    cryptolib_output("cryptolib_performance_test_dispatch ->"); 

    cryptolib_output("...test_id: 0x%x, type_bit_mask: 0x%x:  param_3: 

                         0x%x, param_4: 0x%x, data_length: %d", 

                         test_id, type_bit_mask, param_3, param_4,  

                         data_length); 

 

    switch (test_id) /* param_1 */ 

        { 

        case CRYPTOLIB_PERF_TEST_SHA_1: 

            { 

            if (type_bit_mask & CRYPTOLIB_PERF_HW_BIT) 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...sha1_hw"); 

 

                sha1_hw((type_bit_mask & SHA_TYPE_MASK), 

                         param_3,      /* Unit and size */ 

                         param_4);     /* How many rounds. Valid in  

                                          one time sha operation */ 

                } 

            else if (type_bit_mask & CRYPTOLIB_PERF_SW_OPENSSL_BIT) 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...sha1_sw_openssl"); 
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                sha1_open_ssl((type_bit_mask & SHA_TYPE_MASK), 

                              param_3,      /* Unit and size */ 

                              param_4);     /* How many rounds. Valid   

                                          in one time sha operation */ 

                } 

            else if (type_bit_mask & CRYPTOLIB_PERF_SW_CRYPTOLIB_BIT) 

                { 

                sha1_cryptolib((type_bit_mask & SHA_TYPE_MASK), 

                               param_3,      /* Unit and size */ 

                               param_4);     /* How many rounds. Valid 

                                          in one time sha operation */ 

                } 

            else 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...Error!! -> type_bit_mask: 0x%x", 

                                  type_bit_mask); 

                assert(0); 

                } 

            } 

            break; 

 

        case CRYPTOLIB_PERF_TEST_SHA_256: 

            { 

            if (type_bit_mask & CRYPTOLIB_PERF_HW_BIT) 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...sha256_hw"); 

 

                sha256_hw((type_bit_mask & SHA_TYPE_MASK), 

                           param_3,      /* Unit and size */ 

                           param_4);     /* How many rounds. Valid in 

                                            one time sha operation */ 

                } 

            else if (type_bit_mask & CRYPTOLIB_PERF_SW_OPENSSL_BIT) 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...sha256_open_ssl"); 

 

                sha256_open_ssl((type_bit_mask & SHA_TYPE_MASK), 

                                param_3,      /* Unit and size */ 

                                param_4);     /* How many rounds.  

                               Valid in one time sha operation */ 

                } 

            else if (type_bit_mask & CRYPTOLIB_PERF_SW_CRYPTOLIB_BIT) 

                { 

                sha256_cryptolib((type_bit_mask & SHA_TYPE_MASK), 

                                 param_3,      /* Unit and size */ 

                                 param_4);     /* How many rounds. 

                                 Valid in one time sha operation */ 

                } 

            else 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...Error!! -> type_bit_mask: 0x%x", 

                                  type_bit_mask); 

                assert(0); 

                } 

            } 

            break; 

 

        case CRYPTOLIB_PERF_TEST_HMAC: 

            { 

            if (type_bit_mask & CRYPTOLIB_PERF_HW_BIT) 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...hmac_hw"); 
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                hmac_hw((type_bit_mask), 

                         param_3,      /* Unit and size */ 

                         param_4);     /* How many rounds.  */ 

                } 

            else if (type_bit_mask & CRYPTOLIB_PERF_SW_OPENSSL_BIT) 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...hmac_openssl"); 

 

                hmac_openssl((type_bit_mask), 

                              param_3);    /* Unit and size */ 

                           /* param_4);*/  /* How many rounds. Not 

                                           needed with OpenSSL  */ 

                } 

            else if (type_bit_mask & CRYPTOLIB_PERF_SW_CRYPTOLIB_BIT) 

                { 

                hmac_cryptolib((type_bit_mask), 

                                param_3);      /* Unit and size */ 

                             /* param_4);*/    /* How many rounds. Not 

                                               needed with OpenSSL  */ 

                } 

            else 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...Error!! -> type_bit_mask: 0x%x", 

                                  type_bit_mask); 

                assert(0); 

                } 

            } 

            break; 

 

        case CRYPTOLIB_PERF_TEST_AES_CBC: 

            { 

            if (type_bit_mask & CRYPTOLIB_PERF_HW_BIT) 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...aes_cbc_hw"); 

 

                aes_cbc_hw(param_3);   /* Unit and size */ 

                } 

            else if (type_bit_mask & CRYPTOLIB_PERF_SW_OPENSSL_BIT) 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...hmac_openssl"); 

 

                aes_cbc_openssl(param_3);    /* Unit and size */ 

                } 

            else if (type_bit_mask & CRYPTOLIB_PERF_SW_CRYPTOLIB_BIT) 

                { 

                aes_cbc_cryptolib(param_3);      /* Unit and size */ 

                } 

            else 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...Error!! -> type_bit_mask: 0x%x", 

                                  type_bit_mask); 

                assert(0); 

                } 

            } 

            break; 

 

        case CRYPTOLIB_PERF_TEST_RSA_ENCRYPT: 

            { 

            if (type_bit_mask & CRYPTOLIB_PERF_HW_BIT) 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...rsa_hw_encrypt"); 

 

                rsa_hw_encrypt(param_3);   /* Key type 1 or 2 kilo */ 

                } 
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            else if (type_bit_mask & CRYPTOLIB_PERF_SW_OPENSSL_BIT) 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...rsa_openssl_encrypt"); 

 

                rsa_openssl_encrypt(param_3);/*Key size 1 or 2 kilo */ 

                } 

            else if (type_bit_mask & CRYPTOLIB_PERF_SW_CRYPTOLIB_BIT) 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...rsa_cryptolib_encrypt"); 

 

                rsa_cryptolib_encrypt(param_3);/*Key size 1 or 2kilo*/ 

                } 

            else 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...Error!! -> type_bit_mask: 0x%x", 

                                  type_bit_mask); 

                assert(0); 

                } 

            } 

            break; 

 

        case CRYPTOLIB_PERF_TEST_RSA_DECRYPT: 

            { 

            if (type_bit_mask & CRYPTOLIB_PERF_HW_BIT) 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...rsa_hw_decrypt"); 

 

                rsa_hw_decrypt(param_3);   /* Key size 1 or 2 kilo */ 

                } 

            else if (type_bit_mask & CRYPTOLIB_PERF_SW_OPENSSL_BIT) 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...rsa_openssl_decrypt"); 

 

                rsa_openssl_decrypt(param_3);/* Key size 1 or 2 kilo*/ 

                } 

            else if (type_bit_mask & CRYPTOLIB_PERF_SW_CRYPTOLIB_BIT) 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...rsa_cryptolib_decrypt"); 

 

                rsa_cryptolib_decrypt(param_3);/* Key size 1 or 2 kilo  

                                                 */ 

                } 

            else 

                { 

                cryptolib_output("...Error!! -> type_bit_mask: 0x%x", 

                                  type_bit_mask); 

                assert(0); 

                } 

            } 

            break; 

 

        default: 

            { 

            cryptolib_output("...Error!! -> test_id: 0x%x", test_id); 

            /* Wrong ID, fix it */ 

            assert(0); 

            } 

        } 

 

    cryptolib_output("cryptolib_performance_test_dispatch, ret_status: 

%d <-", ret_status); 

 

    return ret_status; 

    } 
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/*==================================================================*/ 

/* Functional Description 

 * 

 *   This function performs RSA encryption test using OpenSSL 

 * 

 * Parameters 

 *    key_type: CRYPTOLIB_PERF_1_KILO_KEY or CRYPTOLIB_PERF_2_KILO_KEY 

 * 

 * Return Values: 

 *    CRYPTOLIB_PERFOMANCE_OK or CRYPTOLIB_PERFOMANCE_FAIL 

 */ 

/*------------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

LOCAL uint32 rsa_openssl_encrypt(uint32 key_type) 

    { 

    EVP_PKEY*     evp_pub_key_ptr = NULL; 

    EVP_PKEY_CTX* ctx_ptr     = NULL; 

    uint32 rsaes_oaep_out_buf_len; 

    uint32 ret = CRYPTOLIB_PERFOMANCE_OK; 

    uint8 plaintext[16]; 

 

    cryptolib_output("rsa_openssl_encrypt ->"); 

 

    /* First convert size to bytes */ 

    cryptolib_output("key_type: 0x%08x", key_type); 

 

    memset(Big_buffer, 0x00, RSA_KEY_256); 

    /* Plaintext is 0x1A ...0x1A -> 16 bytes */ 

    memset(plaintext, 0x1A, sizeof(plaintext)); 

 

    DUMP_DATA("plaintext", plaintext, sizeof(plaintext)); 

 

    if (key_type == CRYPTOLIB_PERF_1_KILO_KEY) 

        { 

        cryptolib_output("...RSA_public_key_der: %d",  

                            sizeof(RSA_public_key_der)); 

 

        rsaes_oaep_out_buf_len = RSA_KEY_128; 

        evp_pub_key_ptr =  

             der_decode_rsa_public_key(RSA_public_key_der, 

                                sizeof(RSA_public_key_der)); 

        } 

    else if (key_type == CRYPTOLIB_PERF_2_KILO_KEY) 

        { 

        cryptolib_output("...RSA_public_key_der: %d",  

                         sizeof(RSA_2048_public_key_der)); 

 

        rsaes_oaep_out_buf_len = RSA_KEY_256; 

        evp_pub_key_ptr =  

             der_decode_rsa_public_key(RSA_2048_public_key_der, 

                               sizeof(RSA_2048_public_key_der)); 

        } 

    else 

        { 

        cryptolib_output("...Failed, incorrect key_type: 0x%08x",  

                          key_type); 

        return CRYPTOLIB_PERFOMANCE_FAIL; 

        } 

 

    cryptolib_output("...** TEST Starts, RSA OpenSSL **"); 

    Time_start = os_current_time_read_in_ms(); 

 

    if ((ctx_ptr = EVP_PKEY_CTX_new(evp_pub_key_ptr, NULL)) == NULL) 

        { 
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        cryptolib_output("...EVP_PKEY_CTX_new Failed"); 

 

        ret = CRYPTOLIB_PERFOMANCE_FAIL; 

        goto cleanup; 

        } 

 

    if (EVP_PKEY_encrypt_init(ctx_ptr) <= 0) 

        { 

        cryptolib_output("...EVP_PKEY_encrypt_init Failed"); 

 

        ret = CRYPTOLIB_PERFOMANCE_FAIL; 

        goto cleanup; 

        } 

 

    if (EVP_PKEY_CTX_set_rsa_padding(ctx_ptr,  

                                     RSA_PKCS1_OAEP_PADDING) <= 0) 

        { 

        cryptolib_output("...EVP_PKEY_CTX_set_rsa_padding Failed"); 

 

        ret = CRYPTOLIB_PERFOMANCE_FAIL; 

        goto cleanup; 

        } 

 

    if (EVP_PKEY_encrypt(ctx_ptr, 

                         Big_buffer, 

                         (size_t *)&rsaes_oaep_out_buf_len, 

                         plaintext, /* plaintext and the size */ 

                         (size_t)sizeof(plaintext)) <= 0) 

        { 

        cryptolib_output("...EVP_PKEY_encrypt Failed"); 

 

        ret = CRYPTOLIB_PERFOMANCE_FAIL; 

        goto cleanup; 

        } 

 

    Time_end = os_current_time_read_in_ms(); 

 

    cryptolib_output("..Time_start: %d, Time_end: %d", Time_start,  

                      Time_end); 

    cryptolib_output("..Results: %d: ", (Time_end - Time_start)); 

 

    cryptolib_output("...rsaes_oaep_out_buf_len: %d",   

                      rsaes_oaep_out_buf_len); 

    DUMP_DATA("Crypted data", Big_buffer, rsaes_oaep_out_buf_len); 

 

    cryptolib_output("...== TEST Ends, RSA OpenSSL =="); 

 

    cleanup: 

 

    if (ctx_ptr) 

        { 

        EVP_PKEY_CTX_free(ctx_ptr); 

        EVP_PKEY_free(evp_pub_key_ptr); 

        } 

 

    cryptolib_output("rsa_openssl_encrypt <-"); 

 

    return ret; 

    } 
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Appendix C. Test messages 

The following messages have been used during the testing. The messages can be sent as 

such with the hex-message sender by using Fast Trace. Due to large amount of test 

cases there is only a snapshot from them.  

HMAC functions 

/** 

 * HMAC SHA 1 tests  

 **/ 

 

/ 1 / HW 

/* HW Acceleration tests,  one time operation, hox, max size if 128 KB  

*/ 

1. HMAC SHA1 IMC HW acceleration, size of 1 KB, 1024 bytes  

        

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,11,10,00,00,20,00,00,0

1,00,00,00,00,00,00 

         

2. HMAC SHA1 IMC HW acceleration, size of 128 KB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,12,10,00,00,20,00,00,8

0,00,00,00,00,00,00 

 

3.  SHA1 IMC HW acceleration, size of 1 MB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,12,10,00,00,40,00,00,0

1,00,00,00,0A,00,00 

 

4. SHA1 IMC HW acceleration, size of 10 MB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,12,10,00,00,40,00,00,0

a,00,00,00,0a,00,00 

 

5. SHA1 IMC HW acceleration, size of 20 MB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,12,10,00,00,40,00,00,1

4,00,00,00,0a,00,00 

         

/ 2 / SW, OpenSSL 

/* SW OpenSSL,  One time */ 

 

1. HMAC SHA1 OpenSSL, size of 1 KB, 1024 bytes 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,41,10,00,00,20,00,00,0

1,00,00,00,00,00,00 

         

2. SHA1 OpenSSSL, size of 128 KB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,41,10,00,00,20,00,00,8

0,00,00,00,00,00,00 

         

3. SHA1 OpenSSSL, size of 1 MB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,41,10,00,00,40,00,00,0

1,00,00,00,00,00,00 

 

4. SHA1 IMC HW acceleration, size of 10 MB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,41,10,00,00,40,00,00,0

a,00,00,00,00,00,00 

 

5. SHA1 IMC HW acceleration, size of 20 MB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,41,10,00,00,40,00,00,1

4,00,00,00,00,00,00 
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/ 3 / SW, Cryptolib original 

 

1. SHA1 Cryptolib, size of 1 KB, 1024 bytes 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,81,10,00,00,20,00,00,0

1,00,00,00,00,00,00 

 

2. SHA1 Cryptolib, size of 128 KB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,81,10,00,00,20,00,00,8

0,00,00,00,00,00,00 

         

3. SHA1 Cryptolib, size of 1 MB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,81,10,00,00,40,00,00,0

1,00,00,00,00,00,00 

     

3. SHA1 Cryptolib, size of 10 MB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,81,10,00,00,40,00,00,0

a,00,00,00,00,00,00 

     

5. SHA1 Cryptolib, size of 20 MB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,81,10,00,00,40,00,00,1

4,00,00,00,00,00,00 

 

 

====================================================================== 

/** 

 * HMAC SHA 256 tests  

 **/ 

 

/ 1 / HW 

/* HW Acceleration tests, one time operation, hox, max size if 128 KB  

*/ 

 

1. SHA256 IMC HW acceleration, size of 1 KB, 1024 bytes 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,11,20,00,00,20,00,00,0

1,00,00,00,00,00,00 

         

2. SHA256 IMC HW acceleration, size of 128 KB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,11,20,00,00,20,00,00,8

0,00,00,00,00,00,00 

 

3. SHA256 IMC HW acceleration, size of 1 MB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,12,20,00,00,40,00,00,0

1,00,00,00,0A,00,00 

 

4. SHA256 IMC HW acceleration, size of 10 MB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,12,20,00,00,40,00,00,0

a,00,00,00,0A,00,00 

 

5. SHA256 IMC HW acceleration, size of 20 MB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,12,20,00,00,40,00,00,1

4,00,00,00,0A,00,00 

 

 

/ 2 / SW, OpenSSL 

 

1. SHA256 OpenSSL, size of 1 KB, 1024 bytes 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,41,20,00,00,20,00,00,0

1,00,00,00,00,00,00 

         

2. SHA256 OpenSSSL, size of 128 KB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,41,20,00,00,20,00,00,8

0,00,00,00,00,00,00 
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3. SHA256 OpenSSSL, size of 1 MB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,41,20,00,00,40,00,00,0

1,00,00,00,00,00,00 

 

4. SHA256 OpenSSSL, size of 10 MB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,41,20,00,00,40,00,00,0

a,00,00,00,00,00,00 

 

5. SHA256 OpenSSSL, size of 20 MB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,41,20,00,00,40,00,00,1

4,00,00,00,00,00,00 

         

/ 3 / SW, Cryptolib original 

 

1. SHA256 Cryptolib, size of 1 KB, 1024 bytes                                                          

(02 -> sha256)  

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,81,20,00,00,20,00,00,0

1,00,00,00,00,00,00 

 

2. SHA256 Cryptolib, size of 128 KB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,81,20,00,00,20,00,00,8

0,00,00,00,00,00,00 

         

3. SHA256 Cryptolib, size of 1 MB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,81,20,00,00,40,00,00,0

1,00,00,00,00,00,00 

 

3. SHA256 Cryptolib, size of 10 MB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,81,20,00,00,40,00,00,0

a,00,00,00,00,00,00 

     

5. SHA256 Cryptolib, size of 20 MB 

00,00,10,08,00,18,00,01,1f,f1,00,00,00,03,00,01,81,20,00,00,40,00,00,1

4,00,00,00,00,00,00 
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Appendix D. Test traces 

The following traces show the result of the test logs. There are so much traces, thus it is 

not reasonable to paste all of them, but to give understanding of traces below is a 

snapshot of AES CBC with HW accelerated execution.  

HW accelerated 

/1/ 1 KB 

         

11:49:47.853204280 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...aes_cbc_hw 

11:49:47.853243150 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: aes_cbc_hw -> 

11:49:47.853284730 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: unit: 0x20000000 

11:49:47.853323580 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size: 1 

11:49:47.853363030 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: convert_to -> 

11:49:47.853409350 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit KB: size 

in KB: 1 

11:49:47.853457920 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit KB: size 

in bytes: 1024 

11:49:47.853509310 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size_in_bytes <-, 

size_in_bytes: 1024 

11:49:47.853558820 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: 

...sizeof(big_buffer): 20971520 

11:49:47.855339010 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...** TEST Starts, 

AES CBC, HW ** 

11:49:47.856271380 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Time_start: 

157133, Time_end: 157134 

11:49:47.856319800 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Results: 1: 

 

Time_start: 855339, Time_end: 856271 = 932micro s = ~1 ms 

  

11:49:55.378524030 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...test_id: 

0x40000, type_bit_mask: 0x10000000:  param_3: 0x20000001, param_4: 0x0, data_length: 0 

11:49:55.378564660 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...aes_cbc_hw 

11:49:55.378602630 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: aes_cbc_hw -> 

11:49:55.378644510 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: unit: 0x20000000 

11:49:55.378683030 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size: 1 

11:49:55.378721580 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: convert_to -> 

11:49:55.378768050 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit KB: size 

in KB: 1 

11:49:55.378816620 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit KB: size 

in bytes: 1024 

11:49:55.378867710 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size_in_bytes <-, 

size_in_bytes: 1024 

11:49:55.378917030 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: 

...sizeof(big_buffer): 20971520 

11:49:55.380953550 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...** TEST Starts, 

AES CBC, HW ** 

11:49:55.382124240 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Time_start: 

164659, Time_end: 164660 

11:49:55.382174190 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Results: 1: 

 

Time_start: 380953, Time_end: 382124 = 1171 micro s = ~1 ms 

 

/2/ 128 KB 

 

11:57:06.911283550 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: aes_cbc_hw -> 

11:57:06.911325910 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: unit: 0x20000000 

11:57:06.911366080 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size: 128 

11:57:06.911405290 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: convert_to -> 

11:57:06.911452660 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit KB: size 

in KB: 128 

11:57:06.911502250 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit KB: size 

in bytes: 131072 

11:57:06.911554600 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size_in_bytes <-, 

size_in_bytes: 131072 

11:57:06.911628160 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: 

...sizeof(big_buffer): 20971520 
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11:57:06.912486250 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...** TEST Starts, 

AES CBC, HW ** 

11:57:06.949410020 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Time_start: 

96812, Time_end: 96848 

11:57:06.949461380 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Results: 36: 

 

--------- 

 

11:59:20.360400630 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...aes_cbc_hw 

11:59:20.360439810 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: aes_cbc_hw -> 

11:59:20.360482470 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: unit: 0x20000000 

11:59:20.360523270 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size: 128 

11:59:20.360562000 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: convert_to -> 

11:59:20.360609410 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit KB: size 

in KB: 128 

11:59:20.360659110 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit KB: size 

in bytes: 131072 

11:59:20.360711310 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size_in_bytes <-, 

size_in_bytes: 131072 

11:59:20.360760940 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: 

...sizeof(big_buffer): 20971520 

11:59:20.361612360 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...** TEST Starts, 

AES CBC, HW ** 

11:59:20.400121390 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Time_start: 

33922, Time_end: 33961 

11:59:20.400172270 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Results: 39: 

 

 

/3/ 1 MB 

 

09:01:35.712732880 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...test_id: 

0x40000, type_bit_mask: 0x10000000:  param_3: 0x40000001, param_4: 0x0, data_length: 0 

09:01:35.712772270 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...aes_cbc_hw 

09:01:35.712810080 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: aes_cbc_hw -> 

09:01:35.712851350 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: unit: 0x40000000 

09:01:35.712889420 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size: 1 

09:01:35.712926900 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: convert_to -> 

09:01:35.712972100 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit MB: size 

in MB: 1 

09:01:35.713021190 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit MB: size 

in bytes: 1048576 

09:01:35.713073510 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size_in_bytes <-, 

size_in_bytes: 1048576 

09:01:35.713119470 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...size_in_bytes : 

1048576 

09:01:35.713179070 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...read: 131072, 

rounds: 8, remaining_bytes: 0 

09:01:35.713226930 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: 

...sizeof(big_buffer): 20971520 

09:01:35.718567730 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...** TEST Starts, 

AES CBC, HW ** 

09:01:36.013995450 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Time_start: 

110009, Time_end: 110304 

09:01:36.014052330 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Results: 295: 

 

--------- 

 

09:01:43.347219270 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...test_id: 

0x40000, type_bit_mask: 0x10000000:  param_3: 0x40000001, param_4: 0x0, data_length: 0 

09:01:43.347257730 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...aes_cbc_hw 

09:01:43.347294750 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: aes_cbc_hw -> 

09:01:43.347335890 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: unit: 0x40000000 

09:01:43.347373170 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size: 1 

09:01:43.347410640 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: convert_to -> 

09:01:43.347455890 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit MB: size 

in MB: 1 

09:01:43.347504790 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit MB: size 

in bytes: 1048576 

09:01:43.347557260 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size_in_bytes <-, 

size_in_bytes: 1048576 

09:01:43.347603210 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...size_in_bytes : 

1048576 

09:01:43.347662820 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...read: 131072, 

rounds: 8, remaining_bytes: 0 

09:01:43.347710670 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: 

...sizeof(big_buffer): 20971520 

09:01:43.352872410 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...** TEST Starts, 

AES CBC, HW ** 

09:01:43.654014620 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Time_start: 

117643, Time_end: 117944 
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09:01:43.654068700 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Results: 301: 

 

/4/ 10 MB 

 

09:04:41.094637470 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...test_id: 

0x40000, type_bit_mask: 0x10000000:  param_3: 0x4000000a, param_4: 0x0, data_length: 0 

09:04:41.094676390 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...aes_cbc_hw 

09:04:41.094713890 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: aes_cbc_hw -> 

09:04:41.094754530 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: unit: 0x40000000 

09:04:41.094792390 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size: 10 

09:04:41.094829930 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: convert_to -> 

09:04:41.094875700 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit MB: size 

in MB: 10 

09:04:41.094925210 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit MB: size 

in bytes: 10485760 

09:04:41.094978250 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size_in_bytes <-, 

size_in_bytes: 10485760 

09:04:41.095024390 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...size_in_bytes : 

10485760 

09:04:41.095084620 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...read: 131072, 

rounds: 80, remaining_bytes: 0 

09:04:41.095132530 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: 

...sizeof(big_buffer): 20971520 

09:04:41.144313370 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...** TEST Starts, 

AES CBC, HW ** 

09:04:44.115794410 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Time_start: 

295436, Time_end: 298407 

09:04:44.115851020 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Results: 2971: 

09:04:44.115896020 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...== TEST Ends, 

AES CBC, HW == 

 

---------- 

09:04:20.574616930 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...test_id: 

0x40000, type_bit_mask: 0x10000000:  param_3: 0x4000000a, param_4: 0x0, data_length: 0 

09:04:20.574657280 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...aes_cbc_hw 

09:04:20.574695230 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: aes_cbc_hw -> 

09:04:20.574737280 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: unit: 0x40000000 

09:04:20.574775750 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size: 10 

09:04:20.574813420 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: convert_to -> 

09:04:20.574859210 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit MB: size 

in MB: 10 

09:04:20.574908710 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit MB: size 

in bytes: 10485760 

09:04:20.574961750 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size_in_bytes <-, 

size_in_bytes: 10485760 

09:04:20.575008010 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...size_in_bytes : 

10485760 

09:04:20.575068270 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...read: 131072, 

rounds: 80, remaining_bytes: 0 

09:04:20.575116220 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: 

...sizeof(big_buffer): 20971520 

09:04:20.624366170 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...** TEST Starts, 

AES CBC, HW ** 

09:04:23.607386350 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Time_start: 

274916, Time_end: 277899 

09:04:23.607442660 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Results: 2983: 

-------- 

 

/5/ 20 MB 

 

09:08:14.153315620 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...test_id: 

0x40000, type_bit_mask: 0x10000000:  param_3: 0x40000014, param_4: 0x0, data_length: 0 

09:08:14.153354980 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...aes_cbc_hw 

09:08:14.153392960 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: aes_cbc_hw -> 

09:08:14.153434210 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: unit: 0x40000000 

09:08:14.153472370 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size: 20 

09:08:14.153509750 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: convert_to -> 

09:08:14.153555990 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit MB: size 

in MB: 20 

09:08:14.153605480 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit MB: size 

in bytes: 20971520 

09:08:14.153658370 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size_in_bytes <-, 

size_in_bytes: 20971520 

09:08:14.153704690 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...size_in_bytes : 

20971520 

09:08:14.153765470 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...read: 131072, 

rounds: 160, remaining_bytes: 0 

09:08:14.153813290 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: 

...sizeof(big_buffer): 20971520 
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09:08:14.248365610 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...** TEST Starts, 

AES CBC, HW ** 

09:08:15.610744540 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:MTC CTRL: task - BEGINS 

09:08:15.610758620 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:MTC CTRL: timer handler - BEGINS 

09:08:15.610889000 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:MTC CTRL: timer handler - ENDS 

09:08:15.610898830 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:MTC CTRL: task - ENDS 

09:08:20.182309540 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Time_start: 

5671, Time_end: 11605 

09:08:20.182365750 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Results: 5934: 

 

---------- 

09:07:32.517411399 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...test_id: 

0x40000, type_bit_mask: 0x10000000:  param_3: 0x40000014, param_4: 0x0, data_length: 0 

09:07:32.517450490 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...aes_cbc_hw 

09:07:32.517488770 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: aes_cbc_hw -> 

09:07:32.517530020 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: unit: 0x40000000 

09:07:32.517568330 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size: 20 

09:07:32.517693400 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: convert_to -> 

09:07:32.517748840 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit MB: size 

in MB: 20 

09:07:32.517800230 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...Unit MB: size 

in bytes: 20971520 

09:07:32.517853270 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: size_in_bytes <-, 

size_in_bytes: 20971520 

09:07:32.517899409 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...size_in_bytes : 

20971520 

09:07:32.517960190 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...read: 131072, 

rounds: 160, remaining_bytes: 0 

09:07:32.518008190 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: 

...sizeof(big_buffer): 20971520 

09:07:32.614003350 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ...** TEST Starts, 

AES CBC, HW ** 

09:07:38.569443440 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Time_start: 

466907, Time_end: 472863 

09:07:38.569501280 xti: MASTER_ASCII_PRINTF; string:CRYPTOLIB OUTPUT: ..Results: 5956: 

 


